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Abstract 

“I don’t believe in the betrothed one!” says Polina, one of the characters in Sviatoslav 

Podgaevskii’s horror film The Mermaid: Lake of the Dead (2018). The phrase may be shocking 

and troubling to the majority of Russian women, who grew up reading the tales about 

Ivanushka Tsarevich (Ivan the Prince). Fairy tales, according to some feminists, educate 

women to be passive, submissive and wait for their princes to rescue them from misery. 

However, some folkloric female personages disrupt patriarchal norms. One such character is 

the Slavic rusalka (mermaid). A charming culprit, she is notorious for her ability to seduce as 

well as to kill. Within sexualized, misogynistic frameworks, the alluring and unrestrained 

rusalka becomes a demon. 

Nevertheless, in the twenty-first century, the rusalka figure garners an alternative 

reading. From the perspective of Russian women directors, she is a secure, creative, 

independent woman and a subject of her definition, rather than an object of male conditioning. 

The current thesis analyzes the multiplex rusalka character through an interdisciplinary lens, 

and then examines the purpose of the rusalka figure in three contemporary Russian films. The 

analysis shows the connection between the rusalka and the mermaid, which supports the theory 

of the rusalka as a hypersexualized object for male satisfaction. Secondly, folkloric studies 

reveal the rusalka's uniqueness, which adds to the purposes of the character. The study of the 

three movies shows that the horror movie, filmed by a male director, invariably presents the 

rusalka as a vamp figure, or as a socially constructed other, while the films by the female 

directors attempt to show alternative femininities through the rusalka figure.  
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Introduction 

In The Penguin Book of Mermaids Cristina Bacchilega and Marie Alohalani Brown 

pose the question: “Why do we continue to tell stories about eerie mermaids and other water 

spirits in the twenty-first century?”1 The sequel (2000) and the prequel (2008) of the world-

famous Disney rendition of Hans Christian Andersen’s Little Mermaid are not the only 

examples of the resurrection of the mermaid’s image. Within American cinematography, for 

example, the mermaid character appears in a wide range of genres:  horror movies, romantic 

tales, science fiction, and even documentaries. Besides the mermaid, there are cartoons and 

films about merfolk from all over the world, like the animated fantasy film The Song of The 

Sea (2014), narrating an Irish selkie myth, or the Russian horror movie Mermaid: Lake of the 

Dead (2019), based on Slavic myths concerning rusalki. The current thesis answers the 

question, posed by Bacchilega and Brown, through the analysis of the mermaid’s image in 

contemporary Russian cinema. 

The importance of the mermaid figure worldwide illustrates this character’s versatile 

and complex nature. Typically speaking, movies either follow the plot of the little mermaid 

and her love for a human prince, or depict a vengeful femme fatale who inflicts hardship. The 

Disney version, like other children’s cinema, concentrates on superhuman powers and the 

enigmatic myth of merfolk. In contrast, movies for teens narrate a painful transition from a 

human to a monster figure. Within these typical narratives, however, there is much room for 

deviation and varied approach.  

What is a mermaid? Whether the creature is a variant of Andersen's Little Mermaid or 

the interpretation of a folkloric myth, water-dwellers share some universal qualities: in the 

majority of works a water-dweller is an attractive female, half- or fully naked; the mermaid 

possesses skills of enchanted singing; the mer-being is either a hybrid between a human and a 

 
1 Cristina Bacchilega, Mari A. Brown, The Penguin Book of Mermaids (New York: Penguin Books, 2019), x. 
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fish or is capable of shapeshifting from a fish (or a water mammal) into a human and back; the 

creature has superhuman powers. Additionally, the majority of works present a mermaid as a 

deadly creature. The multifaceted image of the water dweller and her accentuated feminine 

qualities define the broad usage of the mermaid image.  

In various iterations worldwide, the mermaid becomes an emblem of "a widespread 

trope of femininity: a mermaid of alluring beauty who uses her siren-like song to draw men to 

her and water."2 According to Helena Goscilo, the mermaid image was reduced to a deadly 

seductress by male definition: 

While ancient Greece maybe the cradle of Western civilization, the hand that rocked it 

was uncompromisingly male and, more often than not, obliviously misogynistic. That 

gender bias emerges most vividly, perhaps, in the metaphorical myopia of its literary 

blind epic Founding Father, Homer. Russian rusalki and birds of paradise (raiskie ptisy) 

parallel and likely derive from Greek Sirens, whose mantic capacities the masculinist 

allegiances of the Odyssey demonize and reduce to the banality of femme fatalism.3  

 

Thus, one can assume that the modern image of the mermaid as a hyper-sexualized female with 

deadly skills is the product of male definition. However, the ancestors of a modern mermaid 

were Greek Gods, with deeper function and different physical looks. 

Following Goscilo’s assessment, the precursor of a modern mermaid was a Greek Siren. 

This mythological creature had a different purpose from later iterations of the mermaid. 

According to Mari Lao’s research, the Sirens were indifferent towards the opposite sex.4 They 

were bearers of wisdom, memory, prophecy, and guides to the otherworld - the world of 

supreme consciousness. The Sirens’ enchanting singing encouraged humans to “love 

everything that is divine.”5 Thus, the Sirens helped the transformations of earthly men into 

gods, literally through death or figuratively through the achievement of higher wisdom. 

 
2 Bacchilega and Brown, The Penguin Book of Mermaids, x. 

3 Helena Goscillo, “Watery Maidens: Rusalki as Sirens and Slippery Signs,” in Poetics, Self, Place: Essays in 

Honor of Anna Lisa Crone, ed. Catherine O'Neil, Nicole Boudreau, and Sarah Krive (Bloomington: Slavica, 

2007), 50. 

4 Meri Lao, Seduction, and the Secret Power of Women. The Lure of Sirens and Mermaids, trans. John Oliphant 

of Rossie (Rochester: Park Street Press, 1998), 29-30. 

5 Lao, Seduction, and the Secret Power of Women, 53. 
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However, gradually the Sirens were stripped of their “sacral dimensions,”6 de-winged and 

transformed into physically attractive mermaids.  

Additionally, according to Sir Arthur Waugh, the purpose of the pagan gods changed 

under the influence of Christianity.7 During the Medieval Era, the new popular set of morals 

either banished or re-interpreted the meaning of pagan gods. The Church demonized former 

female pagan deities. For example, in medieval Church carvings, a mermaid grasping a fish—

a symbol of a soul in early Christian Era—implied “an awful warning to the Laity,”8 forbidding 

believers to fall prey to seductive women. According to Bacchilega and Brown, in early modern 

Britain, mermaids had a direct association with prostitutes.9 Demonizing the image of a 

mermaid, Christianity also offered Christian salvation for mermaids and the suggestion for the 

righteous contact between a mermaid and a man. For example, in the 1811 novella Undine by 

Friedrich de la Motte Fouqué, the mermaid acquires a soul and the right to dwell on earth after 

marrying a noble knight.10 Thus, while the Church could not accept the laity’s worship of pagan 

gods and spirits, it used the images of some pagan gods or spirits, like a mermaid, to exemplify 

vice and to promote Christian beliefs as the solvation for non-Christians. 

According to Goscilo, the Greek Siren, which in Europe gradually mutated into a 

femme-fatale figure of a fish-tailed female beauty, in Russian mythology “underwent 

bifurcation” and split into the birds of paradise and a water-dwelling rusalka, "a non-avian 

analog of the Siren, with comparably lethal gifts of enchantment."11 The birds of paradise 

inherited their physical appearance from the original avian Siren (Sirin, Alkonost, and Gamaiun 

 
6 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,”58. 

7 Arthur Waugh, “The Folklore of the Merfolk,” Folklore 71, no. 2 (June 1960): 73. 

8 Waugh, “The Folklore of the Merfolk,” 77, 78. 

9 Bacchilega and Brown, The Penguin Book of Mermaids, xiii, xix, 41. 

10 Bacchilega and Brown, The Penguin Book of Mermaids, 101. 

11 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,” 59. 
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are portrayed as women-faced, sometimes breasted, birds), as well as their beautiful voice and 

the role of the wisdom bearers. The rusalka, however, has fewer parallels with the avian Siren.  

Some areas of Russia keep the belief that the rusalka is capable of shapeshifting and 

may turn into a bird.12 Additionally, for example, in the Smolensk region, the rusalka may 

dwell in the trees, the woods and the fields, and loves swaying on tree branches.13  Unlike birds 

of paradise, the rusalka carries more resemblance with the aquatic version of the Siren. She 

lives in water, is highly feminized, and “dispens[es] death, particularly to unwary males.”14 

However, the Slavic rusalka has unique qualities that distinguish the Slavic aquatic spirit from 

the mermaid. 

 

0.2 The Rusalka in Russian Culture  

The Slavic rusalka has some similarities with the European mermaid. First of all, the 

rusalka has connections with the Greek Siren – the ancestor of a contemporary European 

mermaid. However, unlike the European mermaid, who inherited the water nature of the Siren, 

the rusalka kept both avian and aquatic characteristics of the Greek Siren. The rusalka, being 

a water spirit originally, can shapeshift into a bird. At the same time, like a European mermaid, 

the Slavic water maiden possesses a beautiful singing voice, alluring characteristics, and a 

highly feminized appearance with the emphasis on loose hair and exposed breasts. She also has 

connection with death. Both the mermaid and the rusalka were influenced by socio-political 

processes, during which they became sexualized and demonized. At the same time, the Slavic 

rusalka figure possesses distinctive differences. She dwells typically in water, yet can walk out 

into the field and forests. She is related to nature spirits and carries powers to improve or spoil 

crops. She is highly mischievous, and a desire to have fun is the primary reason for her harmful 

 
12 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,” 63. 

13 Linda J. Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief (London and New York: Routledge, 1989), 51.  

14 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,” 64. 
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behavior. She is associated with unclean forces and is believed to be the undead soul of a 

maiden who committed suicide; she may likewise be the soul of a stillborn, unbaptized child.   

The folkloric belief of the rusalka as the undead soul of a drowned woman finds great 

representation in Russian literary works of the nineteenth century. For example, A.S. Pushkin’s 

unfinished play Rusalka (1825) tells the story of a miller’s daughter, who had an amorous 

relationship with a Russian prince and expected marriage with the latter but was deceived by 

him. The prince instead married a woman of royal origin while trying to appease the miller's 

daughter with some jewelry and a headpiece with gems. The heartbroken miller's daughter, 

who was also pregnant with the prince's child, drowns herself in the river and becomes a 

rusalka. As a spirit, she appears in the prince’s household, crying for him to join her. The prince 

cannot resist her charms and casts himself in the waters of Dnieper. The plot of Pushkin’s 

drama has inspired film and opera versions. The black-and-white silent movie by Vasilii 

Goncharov and Alexander Khanzhonkov Rusalka (1910) transposes the piece for cinema. A 

similar story to Pushkin’s became the inspiration for Alexander Dargomyzhsky’s four-act 

opera (1832) Rusalka.  

Goscilo mentions that “Russian film and music have paid only intermittent, and not 

always memorable, attention to the rusalka.”15 In the early twentieth century, after Goncharov’s 

silent film, based in Pushkin’s story, there was Vladimir Bychkov’s Rusalochka (Little 

Mermaid, 1976), which, with some deviations, repeated Hans Christian Andersen's story, Little 

Mermaid. In the twenty-first century, Russian cinema returns to the rusalka trope to present a 

stylistically different reading of both the Slavic myth of the rusalka and Andersen’s story of 

the little mermaid. The current thesis traces the evolution of the aquatic character, the change 

(or absence of the change) in the physical representation, and the function of the water maiden. 

 
15 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,” 65. 
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 Like the European mermaid, the Slavic rusalka is a multifarious character. The 

knowledge of the critical theoretical framework is necessary to understand the rusalka 

character. In turn, knowledge of the versatility of the rusalka promotes a clearer understanding 

of the rusalka’s function. 

 

0.3 Methodology and Theoretical Approach 

I use an interdisciplinary approach to analyze the importance of the rusalka in Russian 

culture. Folklore studies provide a general knowledge of the rusalka myth and reflect the 

attitude of society to rusalka-like women. Theories on liminality, likewise prove useful, as they 

show the social construction of gender and the mystification of women in cultural production. 

Hence the rusalka’s connotation as an earthly woman of marriageable age.  Monster studies 

allow us to read the rusalka image from the perspective of psychoanalysis, as well as explain 

the reasons for the rusalka as a social construct of the "Other." The theory of the male gaze 

further develops the image of the rusalka as the male definition, while the feminist approach 

offers a female look on the rusalka femininity.   

 

0.3.1. The Rusalka’s Origins 

As mentioned earlier, according to the folkloric tradition, the rusalka is a drowned 

maiden who commits suicide because of unrequited love. The folklore tradition also introduces 

the rusalka as a nature spirit that is identified with unclean forces.16 Generally, the rusalka is 

believed to be a soul of a maiden that suffered an untimely and the unnatural death, or a spirit 

of an unbaptized stillborn child.   

The Slavic water beauty is demonized and connected with danger and death. At the 

same time, the generalized perception of the rusalka has geography-based variations in 

 
16 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, 75. 
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appearance, dwelling, and activities of the spirit.17 While Goscilo argues that the Greek Siren 

is the ancestor for the Slavic rusalka, Linda Ivanits states that “it is difficult to identify an 

ancient ancestor for the nineteenth-century rusalka or even to say for certain what the essential 

traits of this ancestor were.”18  

In pagan Russia, there were other water spirits, which resembled modern European 

mermaids by shape but differed by the function. Erna Pomerantseva speaks about Slavic water 

spirits beregini and faraonki. According to Pomerantseva, the two names could be vernacular 

versions for the rusalki (a plural form of the rusalka).19 The name faraonki could have 

originated from the associations with mythology about Moisey’s prosecutors, Pharаoh troops 

The Russian word for Pharaoh is Faraon. Thus, the servants of Faraon, who turned into water 

creatures, received the name faraonki in Russian culture.20 Beregini name could have 

originated from béreg (shore, riverbank) or beréch (to protect, to keep). Beregini were the 

water spirits that were responsible for the fertility of the soil. They protected the shores of the 

river (or another water body) and ensured sufficient humidity for the soil to maintain spring 

vegetation. The lubok images of beregini depict a half-human, half-fish hybrids.21 Following 

Ivanits, the Russian rusalka of later beliefs could be a “composite image, resulting from a 

merger of spirits of life-giving moisture (beregini?) and the unclean dead.”22  

The conversation about the rusalka's possible ancestors is complicated by the fact that 

in Slavic folklore, the descriptions of the rusalka’s physical appearance diverged. The 

collections of folk narrations by A. Afanas'ev and research by S. Maksimov testify to the drastic 

difference between the rusalka image of northern Russia from Sothern Russia and Ukraine. In 

 
17 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, 76. 

18 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, 78. 

19 Erna V. Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi v russkom fol'klore (Moskva: Nauka, 1975), 78. 

20 Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi v russkom fol'klore, 78. 

21 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief,  79. 

22 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief,  ., 78. 
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northern Russia, the rusalka was depicted as an ugly older woman, of blue complexion, with 

gigantic breasts and disheveled hair.23 Ivanits specifies that the ugly rusalka could be the 

merger of the rusalka and the vodianikha (another water spirit; the name originates from voda 

meaning “water”).24 In Sothern districts of Russia, in Ukraine and Belorussia, the rusalki 

appeared mostly as young and attractive. However, they could appear as a fish-tailed figure 

(Smolensk districts), as totally naked (Saratov districts),25 or as wearing white shifts and 

garlands of flowers.26 Most of the rusalka depictions mention long, untangled hair (green, light 

brown, dark, red). Some of them mention unclear eyes (Tula districts), while others - glowing 

eyes.27  

The activities of the rusalki also vary. According to Dmitrii Zelenin, they do not just 

dance, sing, laugh, scream and tickle, but they also "roll eggs, play with the dust, celebrate 

weddings, comb their hair, wash their faces, groom themselves, make head wreaths, wash 

themselves in bathhouses, washcloths, span, steal threads and pieces of cloth, guard the 

ripening rye, often spoil plantings," and "she allures men, hates women, harms animals, steals 

kids."28 The rusalki are also more complicated than other nature, household, or farmstead 

spirits. The latter usually dwell in one particular location (water, house, bathhouse, field, forest, 

etc); they protect and claim their dwelling; their mood depends on human beings’ behavior and 

the quality of offerings from people. If frustrated, the spirits may punish the household or 

people, causing mild to severe harm, disease, or even death.29 Unlike localized spirits, the 

rusalka may dwell or move between water bodies, forests, fields, and even households. The 

rusalki scare not by their appearance, like repulsive spirits, but by the association with the 

 
23 Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi v russkom fol'klore, 77. 

24 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, 77. 

25 Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi v russkom fol'klore, 72, 73.  

26 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, 75. 

27 Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi v russkom fol'klore, 77. 

28 Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi v russkom fol'klore, 75. 

29 Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi v russkom fol'klore, 81. 
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world of the dead.30 Additionally, most spirits have a male and a female representatives. For 

example, vodianoi (a male water spirit) and vodianikha (his female counterpart), while in the 

Slavic folklore tradition, there is no male variant of the rusalka. Also, she harms people not for 

punishment, but her entertainment. 

There is no clear evidence to when the ambivalence of the rusalka as a nature spirit and 

the rusalka as the soul of the dead maid (or a child) appeared. Supposedly, the merger of the 

rusalka roles as life-giving water spirits with the unclean life-threatening dead could happen 

in times of dvoeverie (dual belief) in Russia. The pagan Slavic belief of the rusalka as 

“propagative and resuscitating”31 combined with the practices of the newly adopted by Rus’ 

(old Russia) Orthodox Christianity. The latter, following Goscilo, anathematized myriad of 

pagan manifestation of female power.32 According to Eve Levin, the introduction of 

Christianity into medieval Slavic society did not happen "from above," but through gradual 

growth of the popularity and spreading of the new set of beliefs.33 In the process, the ethic of 

the Church mingled with the traditions of the medieval Slavic families. As Levin explains, 

“Medieval Slavic society was structured as familial units rather than by theological 

identification. Many societies with strong family structures encourage and even exalt sexual 

expression.”34 The importance of familial bonds in medieval Slavic society challenged the rules 

imposed by the Church. At the same time, as the Slavs were adopting Christianity, their social 

structure was evolving from a clan/tribal organization into socially stratified states. New social 

structures motivated the Slavs to adopt the rules practiced by the Church. Because medieval 

Christianity carried features of sexual asceticism, it provoked some hostility towards sexuality. 

 
30 Pomerantseva, Mifologicheskie personazhi v russkom fol'klore, 81. 

31 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,” 66. 

32 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,” 66. 

33 Eve Levin, Sex and Society in the World of the Orthodox Slavs, 900-1700 (Ithaca and London: Cornell 

University Press, 1989), 14, 18. 

34 Levin, Sex and Society, 16 
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Thus, the Orthodox Slavs could have adopted a negative view of sexuality and limited sexual 

expression.35 The transition to the new set of beliefs could be the time when the sexually 

unleashed rusalki acquired malicious connotation. 

Because the rusalki are associated with both fertility and death, there are different types 

of rituals to celebrate them as a life-giving nature spirit and to appease them as life-threatening 

undead souls. The most crucial festival time to pacify the rusalka is Rusal'naia (Rusal'skaia) 

nedelia (a Mermaid Week or Green Yuletide/Trinity Week36). Slavic people believed that 

Rusal'naia nedelia, celebrated closer to the end of spring, was the time when souls of dead 

ancestors roamed among alive people. It was also the time when the rusalki deserted their water 

homes and walked into the field and forests to moisturize the soil and make it fertile. To 

celebrate the holiday, girls would perform a circle dance around a birch tree, sing ritual songs, 

decorate their heads with the wreaths, made out of birch tree branches, give an oath of 

sisterhood and female friendship. Both, to celebrate spring vegetation and to pacify the rusalka, 

the maids would decorate the birch trees with scarves, shawls, and ribbons, as offerings for the 

spirit.37  

In some regions, the young girls left their wreaths with other gifts, like eggs, or even 

omelets, in the forests to please the water maid. At the same time, rituals to scare the rusalka 

away were also accomplished during Trinity Week. For example, in southern Russia, the 

symbolic burial of the rusalka was conducted to free the spirit. For this ceremony, people would 

create a dummy of the rusalka, decorate it with ribbons, and put it into a box, which was later 

filled with stones and dropped into a body of water nearby.38 While the burial ritual could also 

 
35 Levin, Sex and Society, 16, 17, 18. 

36 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,” 63. 

37 Philippa Rappoport, “If It Dries Out, It’s No Good: Women, Hair and Rusalki Beliefs,” Folklorica 4, no. 1 

(1999): 59. 

38 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, 80. 
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symbolize the end of the old and the beginning of the new vegetation cycle, some people used 

symbols, like wormwood or crosses, to banish the rusalka.  

The implication of these rituals is interpreted differently by scholars of Slavic folklore. 

According to Vladimir Propp, the rituals of decorating the birch trees and dancing around them 

were the remnants of fertility magic “as an attempt to transfer to the grain fields the power of 

vegetation, while the birch tree symbolized new growth, as the tree that gained foliage first.”39 

At the same time, according to Zelenin, the symbolic burial offerings to the rusalki during the 

festival, could be the rituals to ban “something unclean and dangerous from the settled areas at 

the beginning of a new agricultural season.”40 

 

0.3.2 The Liminality of the Rusalka 

According to Slavic folk beliefs, a maiden who suffers an untimely death turned into a 

rusalka. Natalie Moyle looks at the Slavic rusalka as a demonic alter ego of a marriageable 

girl in Slavic countries. As proof, the scholar compares bridal ceremonies and funeral rituals. 

Following Moyle, the bridal rituals in Slavic countries resemble the rites of passage: in Russian 

folklore wedding, custom women “are considered to die at marriage.”41 A woman of 

marriageable age, before she transitions to married life and delivers a baby, is believed to be in 

a liminal state. She can “easily slip outside the human sphere altogether into the other world.”42 

Associating brides with liminality also prompts Moyle to consider such women’s connection 

to sorcery.43 

 
39 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, 81. 

40 Ivanits, Russian Folk Belief, 81. 

41 Natalie K. Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki) and Russian Beliefs About Women,” in New Studies in Russian 

Language and Literature, ed. Anna Liza Crone and Catherine V. Chvany (Columbus: Slavica Publishers, 1986), 

229. 

42 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki) and Russian Beliefs,” 231. 

43 Rappoport, “If It Dries Out, It’s No Good,” 58. 
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“Liminality” was first defined by a Dutch-German-French ethnographer and folklorist 

Arnold van Gennep in 1909. Van Gennep’s meaning of the term “liminality” relied on its 

etymology from two Latin words: limes, or “threshold,” and limen, denoting “boundary” or 

“limit.”44 According to Harry Wells, the concept of liminality “has clear connotations with 

marginality and margins, both geographical and sociocultural.”45 Gennep created a three-path 

system consisting of pre-liminal (rites of separation; symbolic death), liminal (transition rites; 

the in-between stage of transformations), and post-liminal (rites if incorporation; introduction 

to the society in a renewed function) stages. Viktor Turner re-introduced the term liminality in 

1967, implying a much broader sense. According to Turner, a liminal phase could be anything 

“in which there normally was a short-lived period of upending of a prior hierarchy and during 

which power reversals occurred, or at least appeared to have occurred.”46 While personae in a 

liminal position, following Turner, “were neither here nor there, they are betwixt and between 

the positions, assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention and ceremonial.”47 Turner’s 

liquid concept of liminality became flexible for various adaptations and applications.48 Thus, 

for the current thesis, following Moyle and Turner, liminality is applied to young maids, 

especially brides, who are separated from childhood, yet have not reached the maturity of a 

married woman and a mother.   

In the tales about rusalki liminality has two layers. On the one hand, it denotes the 

social ambiguity of the unmarried young girls, especially from the prism of the conservative 

family-normative society. On the other hand, as Moyle suggests, brides and women of 

marriageable age overall were in a liminal position between the world of the alive and the 

 
44Harry Wels, Keels van der Waal, Andrew Spiegel, and Frans Kamsteeg, “Liminality and Turner: 
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45 Wels, van der Waal, Spiegel, and Kamsteeg, “Liminality and Turner: Introduction,” 2. 
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world of the dead.49 Additionally, while rusalka appears as a monster, belonging to the world 

of the dead, she may as well be the symbolic representation of subconscious fears.  

 

0.3.3 Jeffrey Cohen and Monster Studies 

When Bacchilega and Brown state a question about the popularity of the mermaid 

image, they suggest an answer: they call mermaids monsters that “serve both as admonition for 

humans not to cross borders and incitement to do so.”50 Thus, the answer to the question of 

mermaid's popularity, may be their monstrosity. Jeffrey Jerome Cohen in “Monster Culture 

(Seven Thesis)” states that “the monster is transgressive, too sexual, perversely erotic, 

lawbreaker; and so the monster and all that it embodies must be exiled or destroyed. The 

repressed, however, like Freud himself, always seems to return.”51 According to Cohen, the 

monster has a double narrative: that of a monster, and that of a cultural function.52 He suggests 

that as cultural functions, monsters represent a physical “other”—a person of a different race, 

for example, who may threaten the racial purity of a particular society. On the other hand, a 

monster may represent an externalized “other” or be the embodiment of people's internal fears. 

The reason why large images return is the fact that fears will always exist. Fears are an 

indispensable part of a human psyche. Representing inner fears, a monster can be the 

externalized embodiment of one’s alter-ego.  

 If the rusalka-monster embodies a bride’s fears about losing her freedom and 

maidenhood, then the rusalka is the alter-ego of a bride. By the same token, a rusalka can 

represent feelings of sexual apprehension. She might therefore act as the “other” when 

triggering male anxieties concerning hyper-sexualized women.  

 
49 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki) and Russian Beliefs About Women,” 229, 230. 

50 Bacchilega and Brown, The Penguin Book of Mermaids, xii. 

51 Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, “Monster Culture (Seven Thesis),” in Monster Theory: Reading Culture, ed. Jeffrey 

Jerome Cohen (Minneapolis University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 16. 

52 Cohen, “Monster Culture (Seven Thesis),” 13. 
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0.3.4 Laura Mulvey and the Theory of the Male Gaze 

To speak about the evolution of the rusalka image, it is necessary to define the factors 

that construct that image. Like the European mermaid, the Slavic rusalka is a highly feminized 

figure. Nudity, loose hair, and the symbolism of water make the rusalka’s image convenient 

for the expression of the eroticism.  Such a sexualized image of the rusalka and her function in 

the visual art depend on the male definition. The rusalka image can be reduced and flattened 

by male anxieties, like her European counterpart, the mermaid. Following Goscilo: 

The most radical form of this devolution and devaluation, which has stripped the Sirens 

of all sacral dimensions, harks back to the fin de siècle when male anxiety about female 

ascendancy in the form of the active New Woman and her demand “to be heard” 

demonized the Siren's powers of enticement onto her sexually alluring and relentlessly 

exposed body. From a mantic initiator of men into the sublime harmonies of the 

universe, the Siren metamorphosed into a destructive, conniving quasi-slut.53 

 

From this point of view, the well-known images of the mermaid reflect male anxieties, as well 

as longings and desires.54 Since the Slavic rusalka is also a sexualized figure and connotes the 

sequence of seduction and death, mostly for men, in visual art the rusalka-image can be the 

product of male anxieties. In my analysis of contemporary Russian cinema and images of the 

rusalka, I consider Laura Mulvey’s argument on the male gaze. The scholar’s arguments allow 

to explain the representation of the rusalka by a male director, Sviatoslav Podgaevskii, in The 

Mermaid: Lake of the Dead (2018). Mulvey’s theory, concentrated exclusively on the male 

observer of the female object, explains one of the possible functions of the rusalka image. 

According to Mulvey, “the unconscious of patriarchal society has structures film form,” 

meaning that “film reflects, reveals and even plays on the straight, socially established 

interpretation of sexual difference which controls images, erotic ways of looking and 

 
53. Goscilo, “Water Maidens,” 58. 
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spectacle.”55 Consuming and controlling, the male gaze on an objectified female is one of the 

reasons for the reoccurrence of the rusalka image in modern cinema.  

For the discussion of the rusalka as an object of a male gaze, two characteristics of the 

latter are meaningful: Mulvey speaks about scopophilia,56 which denotes pleasure from looking 

at an attractive form, and castration anxiety.57 Firstly, as a highly eroticized image, a water 

seductress reappears in mainstream films to be an object of “a controlling and curious gaze”58 

and satisfy “pre-genital auto-eroticism”59 of male spectators. Secondly, the image of the 

rusalka may reappear because of a subconscious fear it triggers and desires to overcome the 

fear. The Slavic rusalka, who is a female and does not have a phallic organ by nature, or the 

rusalka that even appears in a mermaid-like fish-tailed shape, implies “the threat of castration 

and hence unpleasure.”60 One of the escape ways from the anxiety is to turn the figure that 

represents the fear into a fetish “so that it becomes reassuring rather than dangerous.”61 Thus, 

the image of a rusalka reoccurs today in mainstream art to perpetuate the sinful (according to 

the Christianity) image of a woman, to satisfy the male gaze, and to lessen the anxiety that the 

image may trigger within the (male) public.  

However, I acknowledge that Laura Mulvey’s theory is incomplete in the sense that it 

concentrates on the male gaze solely, excluding the perception of femininity by women, both 

straight and queer.62 This is why it is more compelling for me to analyze the female 

representation of the rusalka image in Anna Melikian’s movie Rusalka (2007). According to 

Lena Doubivko, who thoroughly analyzes the film with Mulvey’s essay in mind, Melikian 

 
55 Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” 57. 
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manages to disrupt the male gaze multiple times. Melikian’s rusalka suggests a feminist’s view 

on the femininity in the image of a Slavic water creature and necessitates the reference to 

feminist theories.  

 

0.3.5 The Feminist Response 

Arguably, today the image of a European mermaid is a tool for regulating beliefs about 

the sinfulness of women. In paganistic societies, mermaids’ ancestors sirens were the water 

deities that protected, supported, and educated earthly men; people worshiped them. With the 

spread of Christianity, however, mermaids became a tool to prevent women and men from 

sexual relationships outside wedlock and to promote monogamous families.63 Like mermaids, 

the rusalki were initially pagan spirits, representing fertility, who acquired additional 

connotation under the influence of the Church. While some spirits received the positive re-

interpretation by the Church and became the saints,64 the rusalki for the Christianity are 

soulless spirits that can be saved from the sin of fornication by a lawful marriage. Hence the 

belief that if an earthly man ties a cross around the rusalka’s neck and marries her, she will 

receive a soul and be saved.65 Mostly, the rusalki appear in folkloric and literary narrations as 

unclean force, as demons, mischievous spirits, and deathly seductress.  

Due to the lack of feminist readings of the Slavic folklore tales and romantic tales, I 

rely on the European feminist theory in reading the rusalka image. Karen E. Rowe’s and Marcia 

R. Lieberman’s essays concentrate on the female characters of romantic tales. I chose to refer 

to the scholar’s essays, because the myth of the rusalka circulates around an unrequited love 

story. Additionally, the rusalka character does not fully match either the docile heroines of 

 
63 Rappoport, “If It Dries Out, It’s No Good,” 60. 
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Russian folk tales, whose main asset is their beauty, nor the proactive, decisive, female 

characters, who are in charge of her own success and happiness. 

Karen E. Rowe states that female archetypes in most romantic tales promote “passivity, 

dependency, and self-sacrifice as a female’s cardinal virtues.”66 The romantic tales promote a 

happy marriage as the ultimate reward for a conformist and pretty heroine, encouraging women 

to be humble and submissive. At the same time, following Marcia R. Lieberman, if a heroine 

evades marriage, she is punished and is portrayed as reprehensible.67 The character of the 

rusalka is not a docile heroine, but a mischievous creature. Even though she is not old or ugly 

most of the time, the rusalka is a demonized personage and she does not achieve the desired 

love of a man. 

A feminist reading of fairy tales and female folkloric archetypes (like the rusalka) can 

offer an analysis of traditional gender roles. According to Rowe, popular folktales and female 

folkloric characters confound contemporary women by the rigid romantic expectations and 

psychic ambiguities.68 Alluring fantasies of a famous romantic tale “gloss the heroine's 

inability to act self-assertively.”69 There are even more negative side-effects of a meek, 

submissive, and pretty main heroine, whose ultimate reward is marriage, accompanied by 

wealth and social recognition. According to Lieberman, popular romantic tales may trigger 

unhealthy competition between women, anxieties due to suppressed self-expression, lack of 

self-confidence, and insecurities about marital life (as it is never pictured in the tales).70 

Additionally, popular romantic tales position secure, determined, initially successful, and 

powerful women as “jealous for beauty, greedy for wealth” and, generally, unwomanly.71 What 
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is more, such tales promote the unconscious idea that victimized women or women in distress 

are interesting.72 Victimization of women has a harmful effect on the society, as it deprives 

women of an active social position and the responsibility for their own happiness and 

wellbeing.  

In contrast to passive romantic heroines, the rusalka is a nonconformist and 

mischievous character. However, unlike proactive heroines of Russian folk tales, the rusalka 

cannot achieve a “happy ending.” She does not resist marriage, she desires one, yet she cannot 

marry an earthly living man. Being attractive, yet unattainable, she becomes (or instead she is 

made to be) a seductress and a sordid character, and a demon in a female body. Due to her 

sexualized appearance, the character of the rusalka becomes associated with the sin of the 

unrestrained love, while her paganistic spiritual powers are nearly annihilated, with the 

remainder perverted into the skill of seduction.73  

The feminist response to the male definition of femininity in the rusalka character 

becomes another reason for the rusalka reappearance on the screens. Her figure in the film 

works by a female director embodies the non-conventional idea of femininity, thus becoming 

a female counter gaze. The female gaze on other females and femininity disrupts the lascivious 

and consuming male gaze, limits the patriarchal perception of femininity as a passive object, 

draws attention to the issues like unequal rights of men and women, elicits socially accepted 

gender-roles, and constructs the alternative reality for women as self-defining subjects.  

To sum up, the different image of the rusalka figure requires a multidisciplinary study. 

Accounting for the versatility of this character demonstrates the wide appeal of the rusalka 

image in Russian Culture of the twenty-first century. The current thesis suggests three possible 

functions of the rusalka figure in Russian films. Firstly, an image of a mermaid reappears as a 
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folkloric archetype, which is convenient for conveying both the non-desirable and desirable 

roles of women within a patriarchal society. Additionally, within patriarchy, the image of the 

mermaid becomes a tool to satisfy the male gaze. Secondly, the mermaid image reappears as a 

tool to provide a female gaze on femininity as a subject, in contrast to a passive object of a 

male gaze. Thirdly, following the theories of Cohen, a mermaid is a monster that represents 

one’s alter ego.74 The image of a monster is convenient to express one’s fears and inner urges 

or also construct a social difference.75 Since the mermaid is a female figure, it renders anxieties 

of sexualized women or about beautiful women. The thesis tests how accurate these functions 

are by examining two Russian cinematic works of the twenty-first century.  

 

0.4 Scope and Structure 

The current thesis, through a multifaceted approach, sets out to explore why the rusalka 

figure returns to the Russian cinema of the twenty-first century. The following three chapters 

analyze respectively two cinematic works of the twenty-first century, featuring the rusalka 

myth or the rusalka motif: Sviatoslav Podgaevskii’s horror movie Rusalka: Lake of the Dead 

(2019) and Anna Melikian’s Rusalka (The Mermaid, 2007).  

Chapter one analyzes the rusalka image in Sviatoslav Podgaevskii’s horror movie 

Rusalka: Lake of the Dead (2019). The main argument of the chapter is that the hyper-

monstrous representation of the creature allows us to read it as a construct of the “other” by 

Cohen. On the one hand, the rusalka is the externalized “other,” comprised of the anxieties of 

Marina and her fiancé Roman. I also argue that the rusalka is the alter ego of the bride Marina.  

On the other hand, the chapter analyzes the rusalka as the socially constructed “other,” and 
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represents an exaggerated image of socially independent, single fertile women, like Polina, 

Roman’s sister.  

The second chapter is the analysis of the rusalka trope and function in Anna Melikian’s 

Rusalka (2007). The traits of a mermaid appear in almost all female characters of the movie: 

in Alisa, her mother, her grandmother, Alisa’s disabled friend, in Rita, and a woman from a 

billboard. Lena Doubivko argues that Melikian provides a feminine gaze on femininity, which 

allows making femininity a subject with integrity rather than an object of the male 

imagination.76 I research the difference between the male and female perception of femininity 

and how the rusalka character allows seeing the difference between the two gazes.   

 
76 Lena Doubivko, “No Nailing Fins To The Floor: Ambivalent Femininities in Anna Melikian’s The Mermaid,” 
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Chapter 1. Listening to the Sirens Cry: The Image of the Rusalka in Russian Horror Films 

The Russian horror movie by Sviatoslav Podgaevskii Rusalka. Ozero Mertvykh (The 

Mermaid: Lake of the Dead, 2019), according to the box office receipts, had a great success 

among Russian public and abroad. The film is not aesthetically challenging, nor is it complex 

in terms of structure and development. Nevertheless, the movie manages to integrate the 

rusalka myth in an attempt to convey a horror story plot. As a commercial venture, the film 

makes the rusalka myth accessible to wide audiences, both Russian and English. 

The Podgaevskii’s Rusalka consists of three distinctive parts. The first one, the 

introduction, is a child’s retelling of an ancient Russian belief about the rusalki. In the fashion 

of an eerie story, it warns the listeners to beware of the rusalki who live by the lake and to stay 

away from the lake at nighttime. If an unaware or а stubborn male visitor faces the rusalka, the 

creature demands to know if he loves her. After revealing his feelings, the poor visitor is 

dragged underwater by the rusalka. If the visitor expresses no love towards the creature, the 

rusalka haunts and torments the man until his death while harming his loved ones. This sets 

the backstory for the central part of the movie: the second part—a prolog—opens with a man 

standing on the very edge of a wooden deck. He seems to be peering into the night lake, while 

a worried young woman is hurriedly approaching him from behind. She is begging the man, 

Misha, to keep silent, and say no word to “her.” As Misha turns around, he appears possessed. 

His eyes are glowing red, and with a slight smirk on his lips, he tumbles into the lake. Anya, 

the young woman, begs in a whisper to take her in return for Misha. The man surfaces and 

pleads Anya to help him up on the deck. For a moment, the couple reunites. As they kiss and 

weep, the creaking of the wood signals a sinister presence. Abruptly, the unseen force casts 

Anya into the lake, where bony dark hands drag a struggling woman underwater.  

 The horror movie genre allows the director to extend the folkloric image of the rusalka 

into a monstrous figure. Following Cohen’s “Monster Culture (Seven Theses),” monsters are 
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created by people and become either the representation of the socially constructed “other”77 or 

the embodiment of somebody’s forbidden inner urges and fears. Since the Slavic rusalka, like 

the European mermaid, is associated with a deadly beauty, the image renders either demonized 

women with rusalka-like qualities or anxieties about such women. I argue that the monstrous 

figure of the rusalka serves to mirror human being’s anxieties about nuptial commitment. Both 

in folklore and the film, the rusalka figure becomes the embodiment of marriageable girl’s 

worries about losing the freedom of maidenhood. Finally, the image of the rusalka in the film 

ultimately appears as a socially constructed vision of a sexually independent woman. The 

arguments further support two of the reasons for the rusalka figure popularity in the twenty-

first century: the manifestation of the inner urges/fears and promotion of the conventional 

perception of femininity.   

 

1.2 Podgaevskii’s Rusalka: Synopsis and Interpretation 

The majority of Podgaevskii’s Rusalka concerns the couple, Roman and Marina, who 

are engaged to be married soon. The opening scene happens in the swimming pool, where 

Roman, a professional swimmer, instructs his bride. Marina is obviously new to the practice 

and does not trust the water. While Roman races his swim-pal Ilia, Marina nearly drowns. 

Saved by her fiancé, Marina is mad at him for leaving her alone in a dangerous situation and 

questions Roman as a partner. Later that night, Roman and Ilia drive to a remote village to 

inspect the family’s lake house, which Roman’s estranged father gifted his son. From what 

Roman shares with Ilia, viewers understand that the prolog conveys the story of Roman’s 

parents. After Roma’s mother drowned, his dad became mentally unstable, and Roman and his 

elder sister Polina had to live with their grandmother.  

 
77 Cohen, "Monster Culture," 10, 12. 
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At the house, Roman walks to the lake for a night swim. On the deck, he encounters 

the rusalka, who enchants and kisses Roman. From then on, Roman loses both his strength and 

senses. Upon discovering the reason for Roman’s strange behavior, Marina decides to fight for 

her beloved one. Assisting with the fight against the rusalka’s curse, Ilia and Polina lose their 

lives to demon. Ilia falls under the rusalka’s charms and, on giving her the oath of love, is 

dragged underwater. Polina, scared to lose her brother, attempts to trade Marina to the rusalka, 

but during the ritual is taken by the demon. Marina, desperate to save Roman, dives into the 

lake to cut off the rusalka’s hair—the source of the demon’s power. Marina nearly drowns for 

the second time. This time she is rescued by Roman, who finishes cutting off the rusalka's hair 

and pulls Marina out of the water just in time. The second episode breaks the vicious cycle of 

drowning and loss experienced by Roman’s parents. The reunited couple returns safely home 

together, shattered by the events and the loss, but relieved by the victory over the water-

monster. 

As the plot synopsis suggests, the movie conveys popular Russian folklore belief about 

the rusalka. First of all, the Russian mermaid appears as a dangerous water maiden that lures 

men underwater. The aquatic creature also hates women – who become competitors for male 

attention and love. From the cartoon, which accompanies the child’s narration at the beginning 

of the film, one can witness that the rusalka causes the disappearance of children from 

families—a common belief among Slavs that rusalki steal kids. As the plot develops, the 

viewer learns the story of the rusalka, who is a drowned girl named Lizaveta (Liza) Grigor'eva. 

She lived in the early nineteenth century (1835-1853) and was engaged to a young man from 

the same village. Although the man vowed his eternal love to Lizaveta, he married a different 

woman. When Lizaveta discovers the truth, she murders her former love and drowns herself.  

The film also draws upon important nineteenth-century literary motifs of the mermaid. 

The name Lizaveta and the love story of the rusalka resemble the name and the story described 
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in Nikolai Karamzin’s Poor Liza. In the pastoral story by the Russian writer of the nineteenth 

century, Liza is a poor girl, living with her mother in a tiny village house. One day Liza is 

spotted by a wealthy city man who enchants and seduces the young girl. He promises Liza that 

he will return for her, but abandons the poor girl when he marries a rich and older woman. On 

discovering the truth, Liza drowns herself.  Karamzin’s Poor Liza is not the only literary 

subtext in the film; Fedor Dostoevskii’s iconoclastic heroine, Nastas’ia Filippovna from The 

Idiot, also plays a role in the perception of mermaids in the Russian tradition. Olga Matich 

compares Nastas'ia Filippovna to Karamazin’s Liza and to the Slavic rusalka78 Like Bednaia 

Liza, Nastas'ia lives in pastoral setting as a girl, raised by a lonely widow. Young Nastas'ia is 

seduced by a wealthy nobleman Totskii. Later, even though Nastas'ia does not drown herself 

literally, she becomes a woman of frivolous sexual behavior and a demon in a way: she seduces 

and usurps men to receive money from them. In Matich’s words, “If vengeance elevates 

Nastas'ia Filippovna to the status of heroine, then the vindictive drowned girl, who has sown 

destruction all around her, may be one of Nastas'ia Filippovna’s literary prototypes.”79   

Like Poor Liza and Nastas'ia Filippovna, maidens from low social strata, who are 

involved in love relationship with unattainable men and become fallen women in the perception 

of the society, reappear in other literary works of the nineteenth century in Russia. The 

frequency of similar descriptions helps reinforce the myth that the rusalka is the soul of a young 

woman, drowned from the unrequited love. Concurrently, it explains the comparison of women 

drowned in the sin of free love to rusalki. 

The appearance of the rusalka in Podgaevskii’s movie utilizes general folkloric beliefs. 

In the movie version, the rusalka appears in the body of a young woman wearing a light shirt; 

her blond hair is loose, wet, and untangled. Her indispensable attribute is an ancient wooden 
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comb with the initials LG. Like the Slavic mythological character, Liza often appears grooming 

her hair. As she first encounters Roman, Liza is combing her hair with the comb, which might 

be enhancing her charms.  

At the same time, the horror movie goes beyond the boundaries of the existing myth 

about the rusalka’s appearance, extending it to the monstrous representation: the female body 

shifts into a blue bony figure with disheveled red hair, long claws, crooked teeth, and glowing 

eyes. The monster figure behaves in an aggressive and threatening way. The monstrous figure’s 

screaming resembles the cries of the Sirens, which, if paired with the gifts of the deathly 

enchantress, connects the figure of the rusalka with the figure of the European mermaid. 

Further, at times the presence of the rusalka is comprehended from a poltergeist-like motion 

of objects. For example, when Lizaveta appears in the changing room, the showers turn on and 

off involuntarily. The door of Roman's locker starts opening and closing and eventually jams 

his hand. Then Polina's mug cracks and starts leaking when she is examining the rusalka’s 

comb. To continue, the levitating blankets in the hospital and the old house serve to render the 

rusalka’s presence—they attack and wrap victims. The poltergeist-like behavior adds to the 

monstrous quality of the rusalka.  

Keeping in mind Cohen’s theory that monsters represent either somebody's inner urges 

and fears80 or the socially constructed “other,”81 I research the following points: firstly, the 

relationships between the rusalka and Roman/Marina reflect the unconscious marriage-

associated fears of the bride and groom; the rusalka-image is the projection of Marina’s alter-

ego. Secondly, Polina, Roma’s sister, is an example of the rusalka as the “other”, socially 

constructed based on non-compliance with the norms of a maid, particularly in the patriarchal 

understanding. 
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1.3 Water as Signifier in Podgaevskii’s Rusalka 

The rusalka-associated trials that Marina and Roman have to overcome before their 

wedding are a bit different. Nevertheless, these rituals communicate typical anxieties before 

nuptial commitment. Roman’s anxieties are about nubile women and his fidelity, while 

Marina’s anxiety is associated with the trust of her partner, as well as with her sexual freedom. 

Roman's anxieties are revealed in encounters with the demon, Marina’s - through the 

relationship with the creature and the association with the rusalka myth. The trials associated 

with the rusalka are directly connected to water. The meaning of the water symbol is essential 

as water is the domain of the rusalka, to begin with. Additionally, the attitude of Roman and 

Marina to water adds to the analysis of their relationship with their unconscious urges. 

According to Goscilo, water is associated with amniotic fluid, menstrual blood, and 

maternal milk. As the rusalka’s domain, water enhances the sexuality of the mermaid and 

connect her with motherhood. The combination of the sexual and the maternal characteristics 

in one being triggers the Oedipal complex and the fears to break the taboos “designed to 

safeguard generational chronology.”82 Since, following Cohen, rusalka-monster already 

represents inner fears, urges, forbidden desires, the Oedipal complex adds to those anxieties. 

Another meaning of water, or better of the underwater domain, which comes from Carl Jung’s 

studies of human psychic, is the unconscious.83  Thus, the unconscious is the habitat of non-

human creatures, which are demonic embodiments of fears and urges by Cohen.  

The work by a Neo-Freudian scholar Bruno Bettelheim’s further supports the 

interpretation of the water world as one’s unconscious. Following Bettelheim, a fairy tale 

protagonist’s journey into an unusual, scary domain (a forest, underground, or, in this case, 

underwater), where the protagonist undergoes trials and meets magic helpers) symbolizes one’s 

 
82 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,” 53. 

83 Carl G. Jung, Psychology of the Unconscious: A Study of the Transformations and Symbolism of the Libido, 

trans. Beatrice M. Hinkle (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1965), iii. 
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process of dealing with unconscious (repressed) pressures. While the forest and the 

underground are more common in Russian fairy tales as settings for protagonists’ trials, water 

is not that unusual. In the specific type of Russian “Sea Tales” (for example, “The Sea King 

and Vasilisa the Wise”), water represents both literally and metaphorically submergence into 

an unconscious mind, in Bettelheimian reading.84  Regardless of the fact that the film plot does 

not follow Bettelheim’s reading of the fairy tales overall, the scholar’s explanation of the water 

domain is still applicable to the movie.  

To signify the drifting of the characters between the realms of conscious and 

unconscious, the water element appears in multiple forms and qualities throughout the movie. 

For example, Roman dives into the swimming pool at the qualifying, but, after a flip, he appears 

in the lake depths to dive out and meet with the rusalka again; or as Marina, Roman, Polina 

and Ilia head to the old house to fight with the water demon, they drive through the pouring 

rain. Overall, one of the symbolisms of water is the human unconscious, with the water surface 

being the boundary between different realms and diving into water or traveling through water 

is the transitioning between different worlds. 

If water is one’s unconscious, and monsters are the embodiment of certain anxieties, 

then through the attitude to water, one can ascertain the fears of Roman and Marina. The first 

meeting of Roman and Lizaveta happens within the context of Roman’s bachelor’s party. 

Before Roman escapes to the lake, he faces two strip-tease dancers, invited as a surprise-gift 

by his friend Ilia. Roman avoids engaging in the striptease, and instead goes out for a swim in 

the lake. Soon he spots Lizaveta on the deck. The fact that Roman encounters Lizaveta after he 

swam in a water-body is significant. Thus, Roman’s diving into the lake represents his 

submerging into a different realm, arguably, the sphere of his psychic where his internal desires 

 
84 Bruno Bettelheim, The Uses of Enchantment: The Meaning and Importance of Fairy Tales, (New York: 

Knopf, dist. Random House, 1976), 12, 78, 80, 101, 164. 
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dwell. Although Roman consciously avoids interacting with sexually-available women, he 

cannot escape the attraction to one in his subconsciousness. As he later confesses, he was 

attracted to the girl’s youthful body: “Molodaia devushka. Sovsem molodaia…Na ozere. Ona 

byla v moei rubashke. Menia tianulo k nei.... Ia nichego ne mog s soboi podelat'. My 

potselovalis' i ia kak budto dyshat' perestal. Prosti menia, ia ne mog sderzhat'sia.” (“A young 

girl, very young…By the lake. She was wearing my shirt. I was drawn to her… I could not do 

anything. We kissed and my breath was taken away. Forgive me, I could not resist.”)85 Thus, 

meeting Lizaveta means recognizing his inner sexual urges and anxieties about women.  

In terms of psychoanalysis, one of his fears associates with the inability to resist another 

female’s charms and committing adultery. Roman becomes an id-dominated male who cannot 

resist the rusalka's seduction. As a result, the spirit haunts him. At the same time, Roman 

successfully overcomes trials. For example, the first time the rusalka asks if Roman loves her, 

he manages to say “no.” Another time, after the ritual in the bathhouse, Roman faces several 

clone copies of Marina, each inquiring if Roman loves her. The man manages to recognize his 

real bride and give an oath of love to her. Finally, Roman answers the eternal rusalka’s question 

evasively to distract the rusalka right before he cuts off her hair and annihilates her power. 

Like the hero of the traditional Slavic folktale, Roman successfully overcomes these trials to 

be united with his bride.  

Marina's fear of water signifies her deep discomfort with her own unconscious. The 

understanding of the parallels between the brides and the rusalki allows discovering what 

Marina is afraid of and what her encounter with Lizaveta means for a young woman. 

 

 
85 Sviatoslav Podgaevskii, Mermaid: The Lake of the Dead, STG Sinema, IMBd ID 7162390, 2018, at 35:08, 

https://www.amazon.com/Mermaid-Lake-Dead-Victoria-

Agalakova/dp/B07LFKFW8H/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2I41LPV6HSSF3&dchild=1&keywords=mermaid+lake+of+the

+dead&qid=1588565277&s=instant-video&sprefix=Mermaid%2Cinstant-video%2C182&sr=1-1 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt7162390/
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1.4 The Bride - the Rusalka Collocation (I): Liminality, Marriage, Sexuality 

Marina’s personality growth through the battle with the rusalka is more complicated.  I 

suggest that the rusalka figure is Marina’s alter-ego, and symbolizes a complex of the girl’s 

anxieties: the anxiety she is marrying the wrong man; the fear of losing her fiancé to another 

woman; the anxiety of abandoning her sexual and social freedom. The folk beliefs about who 

the rusalki are, the theories about the rusalka-bride collocation, and the examples of 

connections between Marina and Lizaveta Grigor'eva illustrate my argument.  

Natalie Moyle stresses that the most significant trait of the rusalka is her gender. “If we 

examine ethnographic sources that are contemporary with our sources for the rusalki and 

extract beliefs about women,” explains Moyle, “we will find a system against which our little 

mermaid does make sense.”86 The scholar also mentions that Dmitrii Zelenin found similarities 

between rusalki and ordinary village women; Moyle continues to parallel the rusalki with the 

women of a marriageable age through the rituals, especially the bridal rituals.87 Following 

Moyle, the rituals associated with the preparation of the bride for marriage contained extensive 

funerary aspects, while a bride was in a liminal position: her “rebirth” into a married woman 

was still to happen; meanwhile, she was treated like a corpse by her family. For example, before 

the wedding, the bride had to abstain from food and work (as the dead neither eat nor perform 

any activity). She was thoroughly washed, groomed, and dressed. Also, she was removed from 

the home through the window (as corpses and brides could not pass through the same entrance 

the living people did). Finally, the bridal train resembled that of the funeral.88 Since a woman 

was considered to die at the wedding, she did not receive as elaborate funeral as a man did 

when she passed away physically. On the other hand, if a young girl died unmarried, her funeral 

would be celebrated as the wedding. Thus, married women, who “experienced death as the rite 

 
86 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 234. 

87 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 229. 

88 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 229-230. 
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that occurred in the very center of their lives,”89 as well as women of marriageable age were 

treated as liminal beings. 

The liminality of the brides or their balancing between death and life (symbolically) 

neared them to spirits or undead souls. A bride was believed to be prone to sorcery during the 

period from betrothal until she married and delivered a baby.90 The transition into marriage 

was so extreme that if anything went wrong, “women could easily slip outside the human 

sphere altogether into the other world,” or women were feared to stay in limbo forever. As 

Moyle puts it, “This explains the association between rusalki and women who die between 

betrothal and the wedding itself.”91 This also illustrates the origin of the beliefs about the 

rusalki as the souls of the unmarried women, who took their lives because they could not marry 

the men they loved, or because they got pregnant out of the wedlock (while pregnancy should 

be the final stage of the marriage).  

The rusalki are in a liminal position, too. They are the undead souls that did not 

transition entirely to the world of the dead, trapped in limbo. Since the reason for the rusalka's 

death was the inability to marry, the water maidens seek out men to accomplish what they 

could not in their lifetime. There appeared beliefs that the rusalka’s soul would find rescue if 

a young man tied a cross around the spirit’s neck and married her. On the other hand, there are 

beliefs that the rusalki can marry the vodianoi spirit and to transition to the world of the 

spirits.92 So, the liminal position between maidenhood and married life relates the rusalki to 

brides or young fertile women.   

At the same time, the sexuality of the rusalka figure is more accentuated than that of a 

woman-bride. Moyle states that “the association between the origin of the rusalki and the 

 
89 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 230. 

90 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 231. 

91 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 231. 

92 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 234. 
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weddings of a real woman partially explain the heightened sexuality of the former.”93 Bridal 

rituals, preparing a young maid for gifting herself and her virginity to her husband, married 

life, and children, as the product of sexual acts are natural associations for an earthly woman. 

While, the rusalka, being nubile and not procreative, becomes the object of hyper-sexualized 

and negative beliefs. For example, according to Propp, the act of tickling, that the rusalki are 

believed to perform on men, and the orgiastic laughter is “the elements of the inverted, 

improper sex act.”94  

The water symbol of pregnancy enhances the rusalka's feminine enticing power. 

According to Goscillo, the rusalka “inhabits the feminine realm of life-giving water: amniotic 

fluid, menstrual blood, maternal milk, or, in folklore, the revivifying ‘water of life.’”95 The 

elements mentioned by the scholar symbolize fertility, a sexually active age, and motherhood. 

The representations of sexuality in the rusalka figure become the base for more parallels 

between the figure of a marriageable fertile woman and a figure of the rusalka.    

Another linkage between brides and the rusalki is offered by Linda Rappoport when 

she draws a parallel between the bridal hair grooming rituals and the significance of hair for 

the rusalka. As Rappoport points out, “hair is the sign of sexuality,” and women of different 

sexual age were supposed to wear their hair appropriately. Thus, young unmarried girls would 

have one braid down their backs, while married women had two braids, coiled around their 

heads. Older women preferred to cover their heads with shawls, while women who committed 

adultery or had sexual intercourse out of wedlock had their hair cut short.96 Brides and very 

young girls could wear their hair loose, representing their freedom, as well as availability and 

vulnerability. As Rappoport notes, the loose hair of the bride is the remnant of pre-Christian 

 
93 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 231. 

94 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 232. 

95 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,” 64. 

96 Rappoport, “If It Dries Out It’s No Good,” 55-56. 
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pre-monogamy society – the symbol of the bride's sexual fertility and her freedom, while 

washing and combing hair symbolizes taming of “sexual potent.”97 Moreover, the braid 

symbolizes the bride’s “sexual organs, which the girl asks to lock up to protect from the groom 

and his family,”98 but later, at the wedding ceremony, a bride would unlock her braid and be 

vulnerable before her groom. In preparation of a bride for this event, weeks before the wedding, 

a bride’s hair was washed continuously, groomed, and decorated. While on the way to the 

wedding ceremony in the church, a bride’s hair had to be loose. As soon as a bride became a 

wife, another married woman would braid her hair and wrap them around the new wife’s head. 

The loose hair of a bride in the transitional period resembles the loose hair of the Slavic 

mermaid. The rusalka is a free and a wild creature, with untamed sexual behavior, with an 

insatiable hunger for men; arguably, the act of combing her hair in front of a male victim means 

an erotic invitation to tame the rusalka’s sexuality. At the same time, this act may symbolize 

unrealized longing for nuptial ties. The parallels between the bride figure and the rusalka 

figure, based mostly on symbols of sexuality and the liminal position of the both support the 

fact that the rusalka may embody a bride’s anxieties about her sexual expression and marriage.   

 

1.5 The Bride - the Rusalka Collocation (II): Marina – Lizaveta Grigorieva 

In Mermaid: Lake of the Dead, there are several connections between Marina-the bride 

and Lizaveta Grigor'eva - the rusalka. These connections appear in social and physical terms, 

as well as associations through the water. Socially, Marina and Lizaveta share the event of 

engagement to a man: Lizaveta was engaged to a man from the local village, but did not 

transition successfully to a married woman. Marina is engaged to Roman and is facing internal 

doubts and external obstacles for the transition into the marriage. Another social factor equating 

 
97 Rappoport, “If It Dries Out It’s No Good,” 57. 

98 Rappoport, “If It Dries Out It’s No Good,” 57. 
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Marina with the rusalka is her name, which in Latin means “of the sea,” in other words, a water 

dweller. To speak about the physical relations of Marina and Lizaveta (when in a girl’s form), 

both are attractive young women with loose blond hair. Sometimes, Marina fixes her hair into 

a ponytail, but most of the time, her hair streams down her shoulders in beautiful waves. 

Furthermore, the rusalka shapeshifts into Marina’s clone several times throughout the movie: 

first, she appears as Marina in a hospital ward, tricking Roman; secondly, she splits into several 

copies of Marina in a bathhouse, misleading Roman and pressing him to choose the right 

Marina to confess his love to; finally, she crawls out on the deck in Marina-looking body to 

inveigle Roman to say the sacramental “I love you!”  

Further, Marina’s mirror reflections could support an idea of the rusalka as Marina’s 

alter ego. For example, when Polina is advising Marina not to have doubts about Roma, Marina 

is leaning against the wall with the mirror so that the spectator can see both - Marina and her 

reflection standing nearby. Such positioning may symbolize the surfacing of Marina's other 

self that indeed has doubts about Roman’s fidelity. Then, as soon as Polina leaves, Marina 

grabs a smaller mirror and stands with her back to a bigger mirror, creating a mirrored corridor 

and testing the trick that Polina has just mentioned—to see her “destined man” through a 

mirrored passage. The camera focuses on her blond wavy hair in a ponytail. Marina quickly 

puts the mirror down. The possible meaning is that Marina’s other-self is afraid to see the one 

destined man, which prompts Marina”s anxiety about losing her sexual freedom. Then, as 

Marina appears in front of the kitchen sink, again, the viewer can see her standing in front of 

her reflection on the surface of a cupboard. As she turns on the tap, instead of the clear tap-

water, the murky, filthy water regurgitates from the drain hole. Since one of the water symbol 

meanings is the unconscious, within the context of Marina’s doubts about Roman as a husband, 

the erupting of filthy waters into the sink represents the percolating of Marina’s subconscious 

fears and urges.  
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While at the kitchen sink, Marina turns on the water to wash an apple. The fruit is 

generally known to symbolize sacred virginity or fertility. Marina gets to see filthy water 

coming from the plughole, so she cannot wash and eat an apple, which provokes an association 

that Marina first needs to deal with her doubts before utilizing her fertility. Marina’s reaction 

to contaminated water eruption also triggers symbolic interpretation. She opens the sink-

cabinet and starts examining the pipes. Her readiness to deal with the clogged pipes translates 

her decision to solve her problems, in other words, to mature. At the same time, her actions 

mirror her keenness to face her subconsciousness and tackle her anxieties. This decision co-

occurs with Roman’s encountering the rusalka for the first time. Thus, the journey towards 

personal maturity of each begins simultaneously.  

However, they enter this journey differently. As stated earlier, the young people’s 

attitude to water element reflects the relationship with their subconscious fears. Unlike Roman, 

who is a professional swimmer and willingly submerges into the water, literally and 

figuratively, Marina expresses her reluctance to trust water:  

“Dover'sia vode. Voda podskazhet.” (“Trust the water. It will direct you.”) 

 “Ne khochu ia ei doveriat'.” (“I don’t want to trust it.”)99  

Marina is afraid to face the truth about her worries.  

However, at some point, Marina's alter-ego, the rusalka Liza, literally forces the bride 

to face her fears. When Marina shows courage to perform a ritual in a bathhouse, which would 

involve her sole interaction with the rusalka, Marina prepares for the worst. The ritual works, 

when Marina creates the mirror passage, like the one she made to spot her “destined man.” 

This time through the mirror passage, instead of her reflection, Marina sees the rusalka’s 

screaming head, which further supports the idea of Marina - the rusalka parallel. The next 

moment the rusalka force dips Marina’s head into the basinful of water, and Lizaveta’s story 

 
99 Podgaevskii, Mermaid: The Lake of the Dead, at 55:43. 
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reveals in front of Marina’s eyes. Marina sees that Lizaveta killed the man who gave the oath 

of eternal love to her, but married another woman. After the murder, Lizaveta jumped in the 

lake and drowned. 

So, through the parallel with the rusalka, one can realize that Marina bravely addresses 

her subconscious self and acknowledges two of her fears – the infidelity of her groom and 

worry about losing her fiancé to another woman. Significantly, the vision is followed by the 

rusalka cloning into several images of Marina to test Roman. After Roman chooses the right 

Marina among her copies and asserts his love towards his bride, Marina overcomes the two 

fears.  

If Marina assumedly stopped doubting Roman, she has yet to tackle another anxiety 

about sacrificing her sexual freedom and committing herself to one man. Marina addresses the 

fear when she jumps into the lake to cut the Lizaveta’s hair off. Knowing that loose hair 

represents unleashed sexuality, the act of cutting the rusalka’s hair signifies that Marina 

chooses to sacrifice her maiden freedom, refuse her wild sexuality in return for Roman’s well-

being. As soon as Marina makes a mature decision to give her sexuality to one man, he pulls 

her out of water—the realm of unconsciousness. On the shore, Marina regurgitates water, 

which represents the release of her alter-ego urges. Significantly, Roman finishes the act of 

cutting the hair of the rusalka, killing the monster—Marina’s alter-ego—which references back 

to the beliefs that a soul of a wild mermaid finds salvation when a man marries her. Overall, 

both characters successfully pass the test by the rusalka figure, faced their internal fears, 

associated with committing to just one sexual partner, and became a healthier and more mature 

unit.  

 

1.6 Polina as the Rusalka and the Other  
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Moyle equates the rusalki not only to brides but to all single women of marriageable 

age.100 In other words, fertile women who are not married. As Moyle states, marriageable 

women, due to their liminality, were the ones to communicate with the spirits from the world 

of the dead, to know and perform the rituals.101 In the movie, Polina, Roman’s elder sister, is a 

single woman; she becomes an example of an unmarried but fertile woman, a liminal being. 

Thus, she also can also be seen as partially equated to the rusalka.  

Polina’s liminality reveals through the knowledge of different rituals, like spotting the 

destined man in a mirrored corridor and trading the rusalka’s belongings in return for men. 

Moreover, Polina narrates about the encounter with her drowned mother in her dream: “Mne v 

detstve odin son snilsia. Ia na dache odna, roditeli ushli. I vdrug ia slyshu - na ulitse kto-to est'. 

I on prikazyvaet mne: ‘Otkroi dver!’ No ia ne otkryvaiu, i togda dver' medlenno otkryvaetsia 

sama. Petli skripiat. Zamok povorachivaetsia. I ia idu, chtoby zakryt' dver', a na poroge mama. 

Ona smotrit na menia i tikho tak: ‘Tot, kto ostaetsia doma odin, togo ia zabiraiu.’ I mne ochen' 

strashno.” (“When I was a girl I saw one dream. I am alone in a dacha house. My parents had 

left. Suddenly, I hear that there is somebody else outside. And he orders me: ‘Open the door!’ 

But I do not open. Then the door opens itself slowly. The hinges are screeching. The handle is 

turning. And I go to close the door, but there is the mother in the doorway. She is looking at 

me and whispers: ‘Those, who stay at home alone, I collect.’ So, I am scared.”)102 Being in a 

liminal position, Polina indeed sees the spirit of the rusalka, in the episode where she captivates 

Marina and intends to sacrifice the bride in return for Roman.  

Further evidence of Polina’s relation to the rusalka is her loose wavy hair. Moreover, 

Polina is well aware that hair is the source of female power. At the same time, Polina is not 

 
100 Since men did not experience death in the middle of their lives, did not have to transition to another 

household, neither could they deliver babies, they were not liminal being. For men to communicate with the 

spirits of the dead world could be dangerous. Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 231. 

101 Moyle, “Mermaids (Rusalki),” 230-231. 

102 Podgaevskii, Mermaid: The Lake of the Dead, at 55:38. 
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seeking a man to marry. She does not have a male partner, and she does not believe in the 

existence of soulmate: “Da ni v kakikh suzhenykh ia ne veriu. A to, chto v volosakh sila, i 

nel'zia ikh ostavliat' dazhe u rodnykh - eto da.” ( “In fact I do not believe in any ‘destined ones.’ 

But I do believe that hair contains power, and one should not leave it even with the 

relatives.”)103 The fact that Polina is aware of the power of hair wears hers loose and does not 

believe in marriage signifies that she chooses sexual freedom versus nuptial ties, which 

parallels her to a sexually wild and unmarried rusalka.  

Moreover, Polina’s rusalka-like nature is revealed when she drags Ilia, Roman’s friend 

on the swim team, underwater - literally and figuratively. First of all, she makes Ilia accompany 

her, Marina, and Roman to the old house; then, she orders Ilia to dive and search for the 

underwater grave; thus, the woman urges Roman into the spirit’s realm. As a result, while 

Polina retells her dream, Ilia meets real rusalka Lizaveta by the bathhouse and succumbs to her 

charms.  

Finally, Polina becomes the rusalka when the water demon drags the woman 

underwater. This event may signify that Polina never accomplished transition into marriage 

and, indeed, remained in limbo. Zelenin’s equating the rusalki to simple village girls, and 

Cohen’s speaking about the monsters as representations of the dangerous other, prompt the 

idea that the rusalki as monsters denote sexually free young women. Thus, Polina, an 

independent, single, beautiful young woman, exemplifies a female that could be stigmatized as 

a rusalka in Russia of the eighteenth - nineteenth centuries.  

Russian society of the twentieth century continues the tradition of supporting 

monogamous mix-gender families. The moral perception of the woman’s role in Russia is close 

to patriarchal norms, which are further supported by the Orthodox church. The influence of the 

Orthodox church in the gender roles in Russian society is great. By canonizing individuals, 

 
103 Podgaevskii, Mermaid: The Lake of the Dead, at 14:24. 
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who comply with the normative gender behavior, the Orthodoxy imposes desired gender roles. 

Thus, according to typical moral structures, a woman should be chaste, wise, patient, and 

devoted to her husband. The shining example of such a conformist woman is the Saint Fevronia 

Muromskaia. The tale about Peter and Fevronia narrates the trials Peter and Fevronia had to 

overcome to prove the purity of their relationship and manifest a secure family unit. Fevronia 

expressed her intention to be married to Peter as soon as he appeared in her village. Even 

though Fevronia’s humble origin at first averted Peter, the woman’s persistence and wisdom 

reassured him. After the two young people got married, Fevronia was able to resist the 

lascivious looks of a different man. Fevronia’s wisdom, patience, and devotion helped to 

maintain a healthy family relationship. In today's patriarchal Russia, the story of Peter and 

Fevronia states the example of family ties. There is a new tradition within the program of 

improving the national demographic: the newly-marrieds drive to the sculpture of the two 

saints, which represents the ‘solemn hymn to the spouses’ love.’104 In contrast to Fevronia’s 

example, within the society with patriarchal traditions of a family, independent women, like 

Polina become frivolous and dangerous rusalki  

In European romantic tales that follow the needs of the patriarchal societies to restrain 

a woman, the obedient and wise women are rewarded by the marriage and the stable social 

standing. Those maidens, who avoid marriage or do not act in concord with the husband’s 

orders, are punished or demonized.105 Polina, who does not believe in marriage, is not humble 

and does not conform patriarchal norms, is punished in the movie – dragged by the demon into 

the non-human domain, where Polina belongs according to the patriarchal judgment. Thus, the 

figure of a water demon serves to reprove the sexually uncontrolled women, unmarried, like 

the rusalka.  

 
104 Obshchenatsional'naia programma V Krugu Sem'i, accessed April, 27, 2020, 

http://www.vkrugu7i.ru/project/skulpturi 

105 Rowe, “Feminism and Fairytales,” 12. 
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1.7 Summary 

The genre of the horror movie uses the rusalka image to stress this figure’s hyper 

monstrosity. The danger of the water spirit, coupled with the folkloric beliefs about the rusalka, 

allows reading the image as the representation of the "other" by Cohen. On the one hand, the 

image renders the inner fears and forbidden urges of the soon-to-be-married people. The 

symbolism of water maintains the realm of the subconscious, while fighting with the rusalka-

monster renders overcoming existing fears and learning to deal with one’s anxieties about 

maturation. On the other hand, the rusalka embodies the wild, uncontrolled sexuality, 

contradicting the family morale of a patriarchal society. So, the rusalka character appears in 

Mermaid: Lake of the Dead because it expresses fears about socially independent and sexually 

autonomous women.  
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Chapter II: Rusalka as Social “Other” in Contemporary Russian Cinema  

According to Jeffrey J. Cohen, any kind of alterity can be “constructed through the 

monstrous body, but for the most part, the monstrous difference tends to be cultural, political, 

racial, economic, sexual.”106 To justify conquering of land, marginalization of a specific group 

of people, or to ban a particular behavior, people create monsters as the representation of the 

undesired and dangerous “other.” The image of the rusalka as “other” is the theoretical focus 

of this chapter.  

Following Cohen, one could say that women who overstep their boundaries of gender 

risk becoming monsters.107 “The monster embodies those sexual practices that must not be 

committed,” explains Cohen, because “the monster enforces cultural codes that regulate sexual 

desire.”108 Being monstrous by nature, the rusalka becomes the embodiment of the sinfully 

seductive woman, unaccepted by the patriarchal society of Early Russia. As noted in Chapter 

I, the rusalka can represent the social construct of the “other”; she represents a sexually free 

and independent woman, who rejects connubial ties. Additionally, a rusalka may represent a 

woman that has children out of wedlock, a nonconformist woman. In other words, a woman 

that does not comply with the patriarchal norms of a wife and a mother: “silence, absence, and 

marginality.”109  

Cohen states that the same monster may represent different content of otherness, 

depending on the contemporary social movements and regulatory needs.110 In post-Soviet 

Russia, the relationship towards sexuality changes: sexualized images gradually become a 

fetish. Following Eliot Borenstein’s theory, post-Soviet culture, freed from the constraints of 

 
106 Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, “Monster Culture (Seven Thesis),” in Monster Theory: Reading Culture, ed. Jeffrey 

Jerome Cohen (Minneapolis University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 7. 

107 Cohen, “Monster Culture (Seven Thesis),” 9. 

108 Cohen, “Monster Culture (Seven Thesis),” 14. 

109 Lena Doubivko, “No Nailing Fins To The Floor: Ambivalent Femininities in Anna Melikian’s The 

Mermaid,” Studies in Russian and Soviet Cinema 5, no. 2 (2011): 264. 

110 Cohen, “Monster Culture (Seven Thesis),” 5. 
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the socialist ideology, went to the extremes of sexual expression.111 Anxieties, caused by 

politically unstable times, followed by the nation’s moral drifting, resulted in a cultural 

revolution and the first “wide-scale attempt to appeal to all the instincts of Russian consumers, 

from the sublime to the most basic.”112 As Borenstein continues, “the sexualization of the 

culture was exacerbated by a kind of a gender shock, the perception that, despite the near-total 

absence of women in leadership positions throughout Russia, despite the feminization of 

Russian poverty, it was Russian men who have been rendered powerless by the collapse of the 

USSR.”113 Concurrently with women gaining equal rights with men, voice, and independence, 

male anxieties about powerful and beautiful women escalated.  

According to Laura Mulvey, a female figure implies the threat of castration, hence 

unpleasure for men.114 To escape the fear, men either devaluate and punish (which may explain 

creating female monster figures) the source of their fears or turn it into a fetish “so that it 

becomes reassuring rather than dangerous.”115 The reason that the mermaid and the rusalka 

figure was reduced to representing deadly seductress stems from the two mentioned trends. 

Thus, the seductive qualities of the mermaid transitions from the marginalized and banned 

otherness to the iconized hyper-sexual object of a male gaze. At the same time, the male gaze 

overlooks other types of femininities—disabled female bodies, corpulent women—shunning 

them as less sexually-appealing “others.” As a result, women, who are not sexually appealing 

to men, become the Other in post-soviet space. 

 

2.2 Anna Melikian’s Rusalka (Mermaid, 2007) 

 
111 Eliot Borenstein, Overkill – Sex and Violence in Contemporary Russian Popular Culture (London: Cornell 
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The complex nature of the mermaid allowed an Armenian-Russian film director Anna 

Melikian to depict in her movie Rusalka (Mermaid, 2007) marginalized femininities and pitch 

them against the conventional objectivizing gaze found in much contemporary cinema. In 

Melikian’s creation, the depicted women indeed possess the rusalka qualities from folklore: 

prophetic qualities, magic powers, life wisdom, playfulness, and elements of appearance 

resemble the Slavic mythic creature. However, the rusalka’s otherness is not constructed on 

her sex appeal, but rather the lack of it. As Lena Doubivko points out, Melikian gives her 

female characters voices of their own.116 Becoming subjects (rather than objects), Melikian’s 

rusalki, in a way, rebel against post-Soviet patriarchal norms that perceives them as the “other.” 

Their unfit or unable bodies do not conform to traditional standards of beauty. 

Melikian’s movie Rusalka (Mermaid, 2007) is a coming-of-age story about Alisa, a girl 

with magic powers from a Russian seaside town. The girl’s childhood is morose. For example, 

she does not have friends; longing to meet her dad, a sea captain, the girl spends most of her 

time by the sea. Then, her cherished dream to become a ballet dancer collapses, when her 

mother, trying to dress up for a male ballet instructor, wastes too much time in front of the 

mirror. As a result, Alisa is late for the audition; instead of the ballet, Alisa’s mother enrolls 

the daughter in a choir, which the girl is reluctant to attend. At the age of six, when the girl 

walks onto her mother's “cheating” with another captain, Alisa, enraged by the betrayal, sets 

the house on fire. The same day, after the sоlar eclipse, Alisa abandons her hopes to meet her 

father and decides to go silent forever. After a transfer to a school for mentally challenged kids, 

Alisa discovers her magic powers, which include the ability to prophesize, control the future, 

and manipulate objects with her mind. With little to occupy her time, Alisa idles in the school 

backyard and knocks the fruit from the apple tree by the power of her intent.  

 
116 Doubivko, “No Nailing Fins To The Floor,” 274. 
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Eleven years later, spotting her mother with yet another sailor, Alisa makes a wish to 

leave the town. The magic power of her desire causes the destructive hurricane, which 

demolishes the town. The grandmother’s golden jewelry allows Alisa’s family, consisting of 

herself, her mother, and a grandmother, to relocate to Moscow. In the city, Alisa finds a perfect 

job for mute people: she walks the streets in the costume of a cell-phone. Seemingly, her life 

improves: she makes a friend with a physically impaired woman and attempts to enter a 

university. When Alisa is not accepted to the school, the magic power of her strong desire 

interferes again. After one of the accepted applicants is killed after being hit by, Alisa is offered 

the victim’s spot. Depressed by the morbid consequences of her desires, Alisa stops making 

wishes. 

When Alisa turns 18, she experiences a series of events that turn her life into the remake 

of H. C. Andersen’s Little Mermaid. The entire birthday frustrates Alisa: first, she becomes a 

victim of a football fans’ attack and her cell-phone costume gets destroyed; then, her boss 

collects Alisa’s passport as a pawn for a ruined costume—the girl is entitled to work for a 

month without pay or to bring money for the costume; finally, Alisa’s mother is more interested 

in spending time with a male-guest, than celebrating the day with her daughter. As a gift, 

Alisa’s mother gives her an oversized lacy bra, while Alisa's half-witted grandmother only 

cares if her granddaughter brought her some ice-cream. Frustrated, Alisa decides to jump into 

the Moscow River but is interrupted by a young man who steps off the bridge before her. Alisa 

follows the man to save him. She immediately falls in love with the man, Sasha. Her ability to 

speak returns upon falling in love with Sasha. 

Sasha, a young entrepreneur, sells estates on the Moon; he becomes Alisa’s dream-

prince. Unfortunately, for Alisa, Sasha is involved with a serious girlfriend, Rita. In comparison 

with Rita, who is attractive and curvy, Alisa is an androgynous teenager. Sasha barely notices 

Alisa and mistakes her for a cleaner. To be near Sasha, Alisa agrees to work as a cleaner in his 
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posh apartment. Following suicidal Sasha everywhere, Alisa becomes a “Moon girl” model in 

the poster for Sasha’s marketing campaign. Concurrently, the girl saves him two more times 

using her magic powers. The second time Alisa shields Sasha from a stream of cars when an 

inebriated man stumbles amid the heavy traffic. The third and final time, Alisa distracts Sasha 

from traveling by plane that crashes. When the man realizes what Alisa did for him, he scours 

the city streets for her. In the movie’s penultimate scene, Alisa is tragically run over by a car 

and dies instantly. Sasha unites with Rita, while the viewer gets to see Alisa two more times: 

smiling from a poster as a “Moon girl,” and grinning happily from the seashore of her dream 

world. 

 

2.3 The Folkloric and Literary Subtexts of Anna Melikian’s Rusalka  

In Melikian’s movie, Alisa is paralleled to the little mermaid and the Slavic rusalka. 

When Alisa begins her narration, she mentions that she was a fish first, but then became a 

human: “Mama govorila, chto snachala ia byla rybkoi i zhila u nee v zhivote, no poiavilsia 

papa, i ia stala chelovekom” (“Mother said that at first I was a fish and lived in her belly, but 

then father appeared, and I became a human.”)117 Alisa’s interpretation of her conception story 

relates the girl to an aquatic creature.  

Alisa’s devotion to Sasha resembles the love story of Andersen’s character, the little 

mermaid, who saved the life of a drowning prince and fell in love with an unattainable man. 

The desire to be with the beloved man entails another parallel: the little mermaid desired to 

have two legs and walk on Earth among humans, while Alisa longed to become a ballerina. 

When granted her wish, the little mermaid suffered excruciating pain, and her feet bled. 

Although Alisa’s dream was not realized, the girl attempted to dance like a ballerina on point 

 
117 Anna Melikian, Mermaid, Magnum, 2007, ID 0995747, at 3:50, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBDqqAhKqPs. 
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shoes, made out of the metal bottle tops. While she ascended on her toes and performed her 

pas, blood oozed through her white socks. The Little Mermaid’s desire to walk on Earth 

stemmed from the wish to be near her prince, while Alisa’s dream to dance was associated 

initially with the idea to impress her long-awaited father (she was practicing her dance in front 

of a diver’s suit, that represented the missing male figure), and then Sasha (when he mistakes 

her for a cleaner, Alisa corrects him with a lie that she is a ballet dancer). 

Another similarity with the Little Mermaid includes how falling in love becomes a 

coming of age story. Both the Little Mermaid and Alisa rescue the men they fall in love with 

on their birthdays. The fact of coming of age also has a value in relating Alisa to a Slavic 

rusalka, as a social construct of a woman prone to vice. As discussed in the previous chapter, 

rusalki were young fertile women, who were not yet married. Another fact that parallels Alisa 

more with the Slavic rusalka, and in a reverse way with Little Mermaid, is muteness/voice. 

While Little Mermaid had a sweet voice and charming singing skills, Alisa decided to go mute 

at the age of six. She also despised singing, since it was a substitution for her ruined dream to 

dance. 

Additionally, the little mermaid had to sacrifice her asset—voice—in exchange for a 

chance to be with her prince, while Alisa, on the contrary, regained her ability to speak when 

she met Sasha. At the same time, the fact that Alisa recovered her voice when she came of age 

adds to her rusalka qualities, since voice is one of the tools of seduction (whispering, giggling, 

singing, laughing, etc.). Thus, Alisa’s regaining of her voice on the day of coming-of-age 

symbolizes her entering the age of a seductress.   

Alisa’s mischievous and playful character matches the knowledge of the Slavic rusalka. 

For example, when Alisa’s new friend, an impaired woman, invites Alisa to have fun, they end 

up making a mess in a perfume store and are kicked out by a male guard. While with Sasha, 

Alisa assists the man in stealing a pineapple from a fruit truck and later invites Sasha to play 
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“corpse.”  Other characteristics that allow Alisa to fit into the rusalka myth include her magic 

powers and prophetic qualities: her wishes come true, and she foresees a plane crash. 

Additionally, the fact that the consequences of Alisa’s realized dreams are usually fatal for 

somebody else parallels the rusalki’s innocent but deadly activities. Moreover, Alisa is a 

liminal being - the girl has just come of age, but she has not become a mature woman yet; she 

lives between the world of her dreams and reality. Finally, Alisa’s appearance follows the 

rusalki description. When Alisa becomes infatuated with Sasha, she dyes her hair green; she 

starts wearing a folksy dress, which adds the association with fields and woods, another 

dwelling of the rusalki. Additionally, her subtle figure and pale complexion make her ghost-

like. However, the details of the rusalka appearance—the green colored hair and the folksy 

dress—do not add seductive qualities to Alisa’s appearance. The green loose hair is not lush, 

while its color, according to fancy Rita, is out of fashion. The folksy dress does not accentuates 

Alisa’s figure as feminine, but rather hangs loose on Alisa’s somewhat frail body. Thus, 

Melikian endows Alisa with the supernatural powers of the rusalka, emphasizes Alisa’s 

otherness by a ghost-like appearance and frail body, while depriving her of the seductive 

qualities and looks, which were broadly assigned to the rusalka as her main characteristics.   

While there are grounds to associate Alisa with a rusalka, it is hard to call Alisa a 

seductress. Helena Goscilo, speaking about the conventional perception of mermaids, repents 

that opulent and composite image of a mythological creature “suffered a reductive degradation” 

to synonymous with “vamp.”118 The Macmillan Dictionary determines “vamp” as ‘the woman 

who uses the fact that she is attractive to make men do what she wants.”119 Alisa possesses 

magic power and vitality of a water spirit, yet her androgynous appearance renders a teenager 

 
118 Helena Goscillo, “Watery Maidens: Rusalki as Sirens and Slippery Signs,” in Poetics, Self, Place: Essays in 

Honor of Anna Lisa Crone, ed. Catherine O'Neil, Nicole Boudreau, and Sarah Krive (Bloomington: Slavica, 

2007), 57. 

119 Macmillan Dictionary, accessed April, 16, 2020, 
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rather than a sexually appealing woman. Before Alisa falls in love with Sasha, she wears 

unisex-style clothes. Her mother reproaches the girl for not wearing any makeup—an 

indispensable attribute of a modern-days seductress. Although feelings for Sasha motivate the 

girl to address her appearance, the new color of her hair is odd, rather than attractive, while her 

dress is baggy. Besides, she still has worn out sneakers on and carries a cloth shopping bag 

instead of a purse. The fact that Alisa is a social misfit, who fails to attract Sasha as a girl, 

supports the idea that Alisa-rusalka is the “other”, whose difference is in physical 

unattractiveness. 

An idea of otherness embodied through rusalka-type qualities except for 

conventionally appealing physicality finds an extension in other female characters of the 

movie: Alisa’s mother, and Alisa’s new friend—a physically impaired woman. The viewer 

meets Alisa’s mother in the opening sequence as a sturdy young woman walking to the seashore 

to take a swim. While the naked woman is frolicking in the waves, a tired sailor waddles along 

the shore and tumbles down to take a nap. As the man peals his drowsy eyes open, he spots the 

nude woman, appearing from the sea, like Venus from Botticelli’s painting, in front of him. 

The following scene shows the couple copulating in the waves - the moment of Alisa’s 

conception and the launching of the main story. Nudity, big bosom, and red loose hair associate 

Alisa’s mother with the rusalka by appearance. Moreover, like the mermaid, Alisa’s mother 

appeared in front of the unaware male’s gaze from the water to entice him into the sea. The 

fact that the man is no longer in the picture later in the movie symbolizes his death, adding to 

the rusalka-like quality of the woman’s love. Additionally, like for the rusalka, men are prey 

for Alisa’s mother. For example, reluctant to take Alisa to the ballet auditioning, the woman 

swiftly changes her mind, discovering that the instructor is male. Further, working as a shop 

assistant in a Moscow supermarket, the mother starts seeing the butcher. When she first 

introduces him to Alisa, she says: “A zdes' u nas otdel svezhego miasa… I miasnik vysshei 
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kvalifikatsii.” (“And here is the department of fresh meat... And the butcher of the best 

quality.”)120 However, Alisa’s mother is an unsuccessful huntress, since men never stay with 

her for long. The sailors only spent single nights with her while the butcher soon shifts his male 

attention to a younger and prettier colleague. The fact that Alisa’s mother cannot satisfy her 

longing to be with one man further relates her to the rusalka, whose dream about marriage to 

the betrothed one remained urealized. 

Socially, Alisa’s mother could be associated with the rusalka through being a woman 

of a marriageable age, who is deeply associated with water and is impregnated before marriage. 

Moreover, she proceeds having a sexually free life. However, in Melikian’s movie, the 

otherness of Alisa’s mother is not based on her social position solely. Alisa’s mother occupies 

the margins of the male attention before she becomes the rusalka of Early Russian perception. 

In post-Soviet times, as a woman of a voluptuous body, she does not fit into the “standardized 

female images which tell what clothes, body shape, facial expression, movements, and 

behavior are required of women, who all should be young, white, slim, heterosexual, and able-

bodied.”121 Alisa’s mother is rejected by post-Soviet culture as an excessively chubby 

woman.122 

While Alisa and her mother fit into the myth of the rusalka, Alisa’s physically impaired 

friend resembles the rusalka’s European relative, the mermaid. The disabled woman also 

represents the post-Soviet “other” by lacking an able body. Alisa’s friend physically almost 

literally looks like a mermaid. Her top body is that of a pretty young girl with long wavy hair. 

The woman wears stylish makeup and fashionable clothes. She even relates herself to the 

models on billboards, explaining her beauty as a result of her mother’s long gaze at the picture 

of a beautiful woman: “A ty dumaesh, pochemu is takaia krasivaia? Da potomu chto moia 

 
120 Melikian, Mermaid, at 31:53. 
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mama, kogda byla beremennaia, vse vremia smotrela na fotografiiu Madonny.” (“Why do you 

think I am so pretty? Because my mother, when she was pregnant, was constantly looking at a 

picture of Madonna.”)123 There are more than just physical similarities between the impaired 

woman and a water dweller. The woman appears first looking in a pocket mirror—an attribute 

associated with a water seductress. Further, resembling the Slavic rusalka, the woman is 

mischief, playful, and she is often giggling. However, the impaired woman becomes a member 

of the “other” group because of her physical disability: the bottom part of a woman is missing. 

Instead of legs, she is mounted on a wheeled cart. Additionally, "being a metaphor for an 

impenetrable feminine,"124 whose “upper body arouses a desire that her non-existing lower part 

is incapable of satisfying,”125 she enhances the anxiety associated with beautiful females. Not 

having a physically able body, she only fits in the margins of a male desire in post-Soviet 

culture. 

 

2.4 From Other to Icon: Transitional Aesthetics in Rusalka 

While unattractive to a conventional male gaze, women in Melikian’s movie are pushed 

to the margins of male attraction, and the physically tantalizing women become demonized, 

devaluated, commodified, or fetishized. A manipulative woman with a young man, who 

appears fragmentarily, then Rita and a billboard model exemplify the statement. 

According to Marina Warner, women that appear as powerful, creative, self-assertive 

are subject to demonization in artistic production.126 Karen E. Rowe also argues that in 

 
123 Melikian, Mermaid, at 34:55. 
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fairytales, women that do not want to depend on a man, do not strive to get married, and express 

a strong-willed character, are showcased as disobedient girls that deserve punishment.127  

In Melikian’s movie, such an independent, wealthy woman appears in vignettes through 

the film as a kind of commentary on the wealthy, independent businesswoman. She wears a 

red suit, drives a red sports car, and bosses her younger male lover. She appears in a couple of 

short scenes, always accompanied by this younger man, whom she chides and berates. She is 

wealthier, more successful than the young man, whom she manipulates and humiliates. For 

example, when the viewer sees the couple for the first time through Alisa’s cell-phone suit, the 

woman throws her shopping bags on the ground and orders the young man to pick them up. 

Her yelling is not audible but visible through her gestures. She points at the bags first, then 

slaps the boy on the face. Thus, a beautiful, confident woman represents a manipulative, rude, 

although sexualized female. 

Sasha’s relationships with Rita, his girlfriend, exemplify another way to escape male 

anxiety about gorgeous women – devaluating and commodifying the latter. Rita is the only one 

of the female characters who look like a model – she is tall, wears elegant makeup, and has an 

attractive slim body. The deadly qualities of a mermaid are symbolically revealed through her 

long-manicured nails. Additionally, following Doubivko, Rita’s mermaid traits surface when 

she and Alisa make magic: both girls write the name of a beloved man on a cigarette and smoke 

them to hex the male (Sasha in both cases). While playing with magic symbolizes the rusalka’s 

magic powers, inhaling the smoke of a cigarette with a male name on it denotes sucking the 

soul out of a male.128 At the same time, besides some hints on the rusalka-like qualities, Rita 

conforms to a stereotypical vision of femininity. Rita's manicure, while rendering the quality 

of deadly beauty, makes her passive: she cannot cook, because she wants to maintain her chic. 

 
127 Karen E. Rowe, “Feminist and Fairy Tales,” Women’s Studies: An Interdisciplinary Journal 6, no.3 (1979): 
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Moreover, as Doubivko argues, Rita herself is a trapped object to devour by a man: “Rita, half-

naked, is sexually exposed with an almost overemphasized décolletage and open legs. She is 

placed sitting on a kitchen counter like a delicious dish to be consumed. Her image is framed 

by a doorway and obstructed by a kitchen chair, conveying the entrapment and confinement of 

this objectified yet popular representation.”129 The fights between Rita and Sasha show his 

ultimate indifference toward her. Rita is not crucial to Sasha otherwise than an object of sexual 

satisfaction. Additionally, according to Rita’s words, Sasha only loves his pet fish and does not 

care about anybody else. Thus, the relationships between Rita and Sasha demonstrate the 

devaluation of beautiful females, whose natural looks become hypersexualized, while men 

ignore personal and other feminine qualities. 

Repeating Mulvey's argument, to reduce the anxiety of castration, and other fears 

triggered by alluring women, men tend to turn “the represented figure into a fetish.”130  

Melikian’s movie provides a graphic illustration of that. The image of a sensuous woman is 

practically canonized through advertisements. The billboards, decorating the dull high-rises of 

the city, picture tantalizing women, invariably accompanied by promotional statements. While 

addressing the consumers, the messages on the advertisement reflect on the models, making 

them the primary messengers of consumerism and the proto-object of the consumption. Excess 

of the billboards depicting seductive models proves that sexually attractive women are 

fetishized.  

 

2.5 Consumption and Femininity: Advertising in Rusalka 

The abundance of banners with good-looking women makes them the accumulative 

face of the city (Moscow). In the interview with Tamara Dondurei, Anna Melikian calls this 

 
129 Doubivko, “No Nailing Fins To The Floor,” 272. 
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city artificial and soulless.131 The billboard models, by association with the city, and by being 

objects of a male gaze, represent a fashionable façade, rather than the essence of a woman. 

However, the marginalized women, Alisa, her mother, and her friend, who did not stand the 

test of the male gaze, appear as subjects with their voice, gaze, and their integrity. While on 

the periphery, the imperfect women at the same time do not have to comply with the 

requirements for the conventional sexuality and are free to be themselves, to reveal their 

frustration, desires, fears, anger, despair, jealousy, and love. In short, they are allowed to live 

the entire spectrum of feelings and emotions, which makes them vital, soulful, uncontrolled by 

social norms. Thus, the lifeless, artificial, objectified images of pretty faces and bodies are 

divorced from the liveliness, subjectivity, and freedom of imperfect real women. The divider 

between the polarities is the male gaze that hypersexualized and fetishized strong and beautiful 

women, to escape from the unpleasant male anxieties.   

 Although the male gaze separates the stunning billboard models from the un-pretty 

women, they represent different aspects of complete femininity. Melikian’s message can be 

that all women are beautiful as they are, while even sexualized models are subjects with souls 

and unique inner worlds. There are several connections between the billboard images and the 

real women that maintain the argument. First of all, Alisa’s ability to read messages from the 

advertisement banners as signs from the universe make the billboard model messengers for 

Alisa. As if the models communicate the life-wisdom or support Alisa (e.g., “All depends on 

you.”) 

Additionally, the billboard model becomes Alisa’s avatar, while Alisa enlivens the flat 

image. To open the window, Alisa has to cut through the fabric of a gigantic banner. Since 

Alisa’s window was right behind the model’s pupil, the model’s eye seemed vivified, after 

 
131 Tamara Dondurei, “Anna Melikian: Vse voprosy - k Andersenu,” Iskusstvo kino, 4, https://dlib-eastview-

com.ezproxy3.library.arizona.edu/browse/doc/17642009. Accessed 24 March 2020. 
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Alisa opened a window and when she turned the lights in her room on. Significantly, Alisa 

“sparkled” the model’s eye right after the girl got infatuated with Sasha. The beam of love in 

Alisa's eyes extended into the spark of life in the model’s pupil. The collocation between the 

model and Alisa suggests that the model is a more sexualized physical continuation of Alisa, 

while Alisa becomes the soul for the lifeless alluring face. Connecting the flat image of a model 

and a lively multifaceted Alisa, Melikian brings forward messages: women are not life-less 

images and passive objects to satisfy the male gaze; all women have a more profound inner 

world, and they are subjects with their own gaze, voice, and unique characteristics.   

 

2.6 The Function of the Rusalka Character in Melikian’s Movie  

The multifaceted image of the rusalka is a conglomerate of various femininities. The 

rusalka image as a social construct explains what femininities are hard for the patriarchal 

society to accept. Anna Melikian in her movie Rusalka emphasized the split between the 

conventional perception of femininity as alluring looks and femininities that are alternative, as 

they do not fit into the collective knowledge of femininity and sexuality. According to 

Doubivko, the alternative femininities in Melikian’s work are autonomous subjects, that are 

given the right of the gaze and the voice.132 Through the gaze of the heroines at themselves and 

the billboard Madonnas, Melikian disrupts the lascivious male gaze, allowing the female point 

of view on femininity. Through rusalka type qualities, Melikian assigns sexuality to women of 

variable types (not only seductive female images on ads, that represent objects male gaze and 

render commonly accepted sign of sexuality). 

However, confronting the consequences of the male gaze, Melikian fails to offer a 

persuasive feminist’s position. Following Doubivko, female characters perform stereotypically 

 
132 Doubivko, “No Nailing Fins To The Floor,” 259, 262, 265, 270. 
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assigned gender roles.133 What is more, Alisa’s mother, Alisa, Rita, the impaired woman, and 

even Alisa's grandmother would want to be married to a man they love, but they suffer from 

the inability to realize their dream. For example, Alisa’s grandmother continues waiting for her 

husband, who left the woman when she was twenty-five. Alisa's mother attempts to create a 

relationship with a butcher, while the man switches his attention to a younger and better-

looking blonde colleague. The impaired woman pretends that she is pregnant and follows 

superstitions to have a pretty baby-daughter (like staring at the illustration of a beautiful woman 

or visiting places that sell perfume), but due to her physical condition, she cannot be a mother. 

Alisa wants to be with Sasha, but he is not attracted to her. According to Rowe, romantic 

expectations of the contemporary women are shaped by the fairy tales, in which the ultimate 

reward for positive female heroines is marriage to a wealthy, handsome, and socially 

acknowledged man.134 Patriarchal fairy tales have been educating women to be meek, patient, 

conformist in order to be rewarded. Otherwise, women are demonized or punished. In 

Melikian’s movie, none of the women complies with the patriarchal norms of motherhood and 

wifehood, and none of the women is rewarded, which follows the patters of the patriarchal 

fairy tales. Additionally, the main heroine dies at the end.135 Becoming a victim, she misses the 

chance to become a role model for women of alternative femininity.  

Still, by juxtaposing the conventional perception of femininity to the alternative 

femininities, Melikian creates the mockery of the requirements for women. Additionally, by 

positioning her “different” heroines as the subjects, Melikian allows the alternative femininities 

to rebel against the constraints and restrictions of the male gaze. The fact that the movie does 

not show any successful families illustrates the paradox of the patriarchal society. The only 

couple that appears in the movie fragmentarily is a young man and an older woman (the 

 
133 Doubivko, “No Nailing Fins To The Floor,” 256. 

134 Rowe, “Feminist and Fairy Tales,” 237. 

135 Doubivko, “No Nailing Fins To The Floor,” 258, 273. 
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stranger in red). The high-maintenance, wealthy woman, who dominates the relationships, is 

presented as a selfish sterva (a manipulative ill-tempered woman). In contrast, the man is 

younger, shorter, and submissive to the woman. The reason the two are together is for a sexual 

relationship. In one of the verbal fights, the young man reminds the older woman how much 

she likes his performance in bed and how differently she treats him then and there, which 

immediately reduces him to a sexual object of the overbearing woman. The relationship 

between the young man and the sterva mocks male anxieties and egoistic tendencies to 

sexualize and objectivize women. Failing to temper and acculturate women, the patriarchal 

society fetishized and objectified female sexuality, while marginalizing the broad spectrum of 

femininities.  

The broken relationships between the young man and the older manipulative woman 

also disrupt the male gaze. Melikian shoves male fears about beautiful independent women 

right into the men’s face: she states that demonized, devaluated, and marginalized women are 

still compelling subjects; it is in their power to make men sexual objects of women. The 

attempts to marginalize the female essence are pitiful, like men, who desire but are scared by 

independent and autonomous beauties. The rebellion against the objectifying male gaze 

extends in the female figures of the movie. Thus, Alisa's mother, who treats men as sexual 

prey, additionally is the breadwinner of the family. Following Doubivko, she is a “phallic 

mother who occupies the symbolic positions of both the mother and the father.”136 In addition 

to the male gender role of a provider for the family, the woman also possesses masculine 

characteristics (low chest laughter, rude inter-personal communication skills). Further, Alisa’s 

friend, the disabled woman, fights with men verbally. As Doubivko puts it, the inspired woman 

is “angrily frustrated at the male world where she cannot fit in as a perfect woman.”137 In one 

 
136 Doubivko, “No Nailing Fins To The Floor,” 268. 
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scene, she gives foul names to the male workers, who replaced the female model with a banner 

depicting two bearded fat men drinking beer. Alisa, frustrated by Sasha’s choice of Rita over 

her, joins her friend in calling all men traitors, nobodies, and wishing them death. 

Overall, Melikian’s movie exposes the social constraints on women in contemporary 

Russia through the absence of reliable, healthy family units. The movie confronts the 

patriarchal society that, in an attempt to escape male fears, demonized powerful independent 

women and marginalized femininities that do not fit into the conventional standards of an 

attractive female. 

 

2.7 Summary 

In Early Russia, society used the image of the rusalka as the “other” to represent sinful 

women; such images helped promote the family, monogamous sexual relationships, as well as 

passivity, conformity, and silence for women. Nevertheless, the physical image of the rusalka 

was hypersexualized, fetishized, and became an icon of conventional sexuality and femininity, 

while the remainder femininities became the new Other. Women, who possess the rusalka 

qualities but physically do not fit into the male identification of female beauty, are marginalized 

and devalued. As Doubivko puts it, mainstream femininity neglects misfit women: “presenting 

women as idealized objects of male desire, perpetuated by the conventional 

Russian/Hollywood styles, kills the possibility of alternative representations of woman, a 

heroine who is different, subjective and truly Russian.”138 Anna Melikian uses the multifarious 

image of the rusalka to elicit the split between the flat physical alluring image and the deep yet 

marginalized alternative femininities. Even though Melikian does not provide a straightforward 

feminist response to a male definition of femininity, she explicitly presents the reason for the 

split, which is male fears associated with women, especially the anxiety of castration and the 
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fear of becoming inferior to women. Melikian also manages to rebel against the male gaze. She 

disrupts it by granting the privilege of the gaze to her female heroine, autonomous subjects 

with integrity, voice, and self-representation, the representatives of alternative femininities. 
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Conclusion 

The mysterious creature of a mermaid is a complex character that maintains popularity 

worldwide. There are numerous renditions of Andersen’s Little Mermaid, like the globally 

known Walt Disney’s versions. There are also variations of folkloric stories about mermaid 

counterparts: selkie, melusine, undine, water nymphs, rusalka, and others. Folkloric characters 

reappear today in different art forms. The current thesis attempted to analyze the purpose of 

the Slavic rusalka in Russian movies of the twenty-first century.  

The rusalka is a manifold figure that requires an interdisciplinary approach. On the one 

hand, the folkloric studies contain information about the rusalka's similarities with the Greek 

Sirens and a famous image of a mermaid. On the other hand, folklore reveals the uniqueness 

of the rusalka figure in its association with a bride, which adds another purpose to the rusalka 

figure in Russian culture: the rusalka figure reflects the social standing of a fertile, young and 

independent woman. Studies of the male gaze on the rusalka figure and monster studies support 

the idea of the rusalka as the social construct of the “Other.” Additionally, monster studies, 

paired with the rusalka’s connotation as a bride, suggest that the rusalka figure of the 

externalized alter-ego of a marriageable woman.   

The Slavic rusalka shares many qualities with the European mermaid: it is a young 

maiden, able to enchant and then drown men. The attributes of the rusalka's charm are long 

loose hair, often accentuated breasts, and beautiful singing. Like the mermaid, she dwells in a 

water body and, according to some descriptions, has a fish-tail. Being a charming female 

character that resides in water, the rusalka claims the same underpinnings for her popularity as 

the mermaid. 

One reason for such a significant attraction to the aquatic creature is its alluring beauty. 

In the majority of works, the mermaid and her counterparts are fine-looking maidens, with 

flowing hair, often accentuated breasts, and with the skill of mesmerizing singing. However, 
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the enigma of a mermaid is not only in her attractive appearance and magnetic voice. The 

nature of the aquatic creature is multifold, including the superhuman powers, wisdom, 

association with the divine, the purpose to lead through the transformations to a higher state of 

consciousness. The history of a mermaid allows us to trace back the evolution of the character 

and acknowledge its cosmic and divine characteristics. However, complex qualities are often 

reduced or overlooked by today’s culture. The divine attributes become skills of magic tricks, 

or seductive charms, wisdom becomes viciousness, and the role of a guide to higher spheres of 

the universe reduces to the leader to the world of the dead, or solely to a deathly quality. 

The gender of the mermaid is the influential factor in its popularity. It is also the reason 

for condensing the cosmic character to a shallow image of a deathly seductress. The reputation 

and the image of the mermaid are conditioned by patriarchal society and by Christianity. 

Gradually the meaning of the mermaid character was degraded from pagan gods to evil spirits 

under the influence of Christianity morals.139 Besides, as Goscilo maintained, fin de siècle was 

the time that spearheaded the conventional perception of mermaid femininity as seductive 

physical looks.140 In a society where men have most of the power and influence, women who 

dare to proclaim their freedom, require the right to speech and demand equal rights with men 

become demonized. Christianity and patriarchy introduced the institutes of a monogamous 

family, promoted norms of motherhood and gender roles that established the females as 

submissive to men, conformist, quiet, and marginalized.  

The reason for the male definition of women as passive lies in the male anxieties about 

beautiful and powerful women. The mermaid, as a female character, is primarily "dangerous." 

Additionally, she is an unattainable and impenetrable beauty. She accelerates the anxiety of 

castration.141 Additionally, the mermaid’s habitat is water – the feminine realm. Through 

 
139 Waugh, “The Folklore of the Merfolk,” 76-78. 
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association with amniotic fluid, menstrual blood, and maternal milk, the water symbol 

enhances the feminine and sexual qualities of the mermaid on the one hand, on the other hand, 

connect her with motherhood. The combination of the sexual and the maternal characteristics 

in one being triggers the Oedipal complex and the fears to break the taboos “designed to 

safeguard generational chronology.”142 

The function of the mermaid figure in works of art reveals the patterns and reasons for 

male control over women. To escape the unpleasant anxieties associated with sexually 

attractive women, men utilize different strategies of control. For example, physically attractive 

women become hypersexualized passive objects of the male gaze. Then women are 

commodified and fetishized. Also, beautiful independent women are punished or 

demonized.143 As feminist studies suggest, patriarchal fairy tales acculturate women. They 

educate women to be patient, determined to men, submissive and quiet, concurrently presenting 

the marriage as the ultimate prize for the respectful behavior. At the same time, female 

characters that do not conform with patriarchal ideas of femininity are pictured as evil and are 

castigated.  

The Slavic rusalka figure, unlike the mermaid, is never a submissive character. 

Although similar in many ways, the Slavic rusalka is always a mischievous, sexually 

uncontrolled creature. In patriarchal narration, the rusalka would be a sordid character that 

needs to be avoided. Moreover, the myth of the rusalka’s origin from a drowned woman adds 

to the purpose of the rusalka. The belief that the rusalka is the undead soul of a drowned 

maiden, the resemblance between the funerals and bridal ceremonies, the liminality of the 

rusalka, and the bride allow paralleling the rusalka to a fertile unmarried woman.  

 
142 Goscilo, “Watery Maidens,” 53. 

143 Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema,” 64. 
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The analysis of the water symbols reveals more possibilities for the rusalka figure 

readings. As has already been stated, water is associated with sexuality, birth, and maternity.  

Drowning could become a symbol for the sinful pleasures of a sexual relationship. 

Additionally, the water symbol renders the world of the unconscious, which supports the 

monster culture studies of the rusalka figure as the externalized alter-ego of a bride.  

Understanding the possible functions of the rusalka figure enables us to see the purpose 

of the rusalka character in particular works of art. Through the analysis of the rusalka figure 

in Russian movies of the twenty-first century, I conclude that the influence of normative 

standards for women permeate Russian culture. At the same time, there are attempts to provide 

an alternative female look on femininity, as well as to challenge the patriarchal perception of 

gender roles and qualities.   

The rusalka character in the horror movie by Podgaevskii performs a multifaceted 

function. The genre of the horror movie naturally assumes the exaggerated monster-like 

appearance of the mermaid. The enhanced monstrosity brings the ‘vamp’ quality of the rusalka 

to the extreme, which reveals its otherness from different perspectives. 

Firstly, rusalka-monster becomes the embodiment of the male anxieties about nubile 

women. The encounter of Roman with the rusalka figure before his marriage elicits his 

anxieties to be unable to resist other nubile women and doubts if he chose the right woman as 

his wife. The rusalka figure as a monster id, a hypersexualized vamp, that persistently attempts 

to seduce Roman, while the multiple clones of his wife represent a trial by choice of the only 

one woman.  

Secondly, the rusalka is the conglomerate of the female anxieties about the loss of 

maidenhood on the one hand, and the loss of the beloved man on the other hand. Before 

marriage, each woman has a chance to slip into a rusalka-like role, and be sexually uncontrolled 

by only one man. Thus, the rusalka may represent the maiden’s inner urges to be independent 
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socially and sexually unrestrained. Besides, the rusalka-monster is the alter-ego of a bride 

Marina. The demon appears in Marina’s life shortly before marriage, as if showing the other 

possibility of what Marina can be if she does not commit to the only one man.  At the same 

time, the bride may have anxieties about the infidelity of her future husband. The rusalka 

figure, in this case, represents a rival maiden that can steal the bride's fiancé. The disastrous 

love story of Liza Grigorieva, who became the rusalka after drowning, elicits Marina's fear of 

losing her betrothed one.   

Finally, the connection between the rusalka and Roman’s sister Polina reintroduces the 

patriarchal perception of the rusalka-like women as undesirable. In the movie, Polina behaves 

like a demon: she manipulates Roman's friend, she offers Marina as a prey to the rusalka-

monster in return for her brother. She is also punished at the end of the movie when the monster 

kills her. If overall, in the movie, the rusalka figure represents a sordid and malicious character, 

Polina, who does not conform with the patriarchal morals, becomes equal to the water demon. 

The melodrama genre of the Melikian’s Rusalka allows creating a romantic rusalka 

character. However, Melikian’s story is not a fairy-tale with the patriarchal edification on the 

female model of behavior. Instead, Melikian rebels the patriarchal models of female behavior 

and disrupts the male gaze on women as a passive object of male sexual desire. Indeed, 

Melikian’s rusalka Alisa has several similarities with the little mermaid, including the love-

story with a prince-like male figure. At the same time, Alisa incorporates both the little 

mermaid qualities with the rusalka’s mischievous character and cosmic powers. Alisa’s 

mischievousness pushes her to challenge the patriarchal expectations of a submissive and silent 

woman. (For example, after the part, captioned in the movie Rusalka, Alisa acquires voice and 

uses it to retaliate against her unjust boss verbally). To continue, Melikian rids Alisa of little 

mermaid's seductive looks: Alisa's hair in not lush, her figure is not over-feminized, but 
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somewhat androgynous. As a result, Alisa is not seductive enough for men. Thus, Melikian 

creates a character that challenges the female role and is unattractive for a male viewer.    

Melikian also juxtaposes the flat image of a seductive model (a conventional image of 

femininity defined by male gaze) and lively and authentic women, but not sexually appealing 

and remaining on the margins of male attention. The marginalized women possess 

resemblances with the rusalka and the mermaid. However, they lack ideal appearance: fit able 

bodies, stylish clothes, and make-up. Thus, Melikian utilizes the rusalka image to show a social 

construct of the other. Extracting seductive appearance from the alternative femininities, 

Melikian shows the evolution of the rusalka image: the rusalka is still a socially marginalized 

woman yet based on not being enough of a seductress.  

While Melikian deconstructs the conventional femininity, defined by men, the director 

constructs another version of femininity. What is more, through the collocation of the billboard 

model and Alisa, Melikian communicates that flat images, created by male definition, are, in 

fact, authentic subject with the deeper inner world.   

Overall, the analyses of the rusalka figure in two different Russian movies elicited the 

following use of the character. First of all, the rusalka figure serves patriarchal needs to 

perpetuate an image of sordid femininity and to satisfy the male gaze, like in the horror movie 

Mermaid: The Lake of the Dead. Additionally, in the same movie, the character allows to 

express the suppressed unconscious fears and urges. The anxieties associated with nuptial ties 

appear within men and women. The fear of losing freedom and maidenhood applies to brides 

and results in the rusalka is an alter-ego of a marriageable woman. Finally, the rusalka figure 

as a social construct serves feminist goals to create a counter gaze on femininity as an authentic 

subject and rebel against patriarchal morals. It is clear from the movie analyses that the male 

director followed the patterns of the patriarchal fairy tales and utilized the rusalka figure as a 

vamp woman. However, the female director endeavored to confront the conditioning of the 
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femininity and female roles in the Russian society with the patriarchal tendencies, and 

presented the alternative rusalki.  

The topic of the thesis is not finite and may continue in other possible ways. Since the 

rusalka figure reflects the attitude to female sexuality and femininity in Russian society, one of 

the possible questions in the absence of mermen in Russian culture. In Russian folklore, the 

rusalka is a strictly feminine character. There is no male counterpart. Although there is a water 

spirit in Russian folklore, vodianoi (a water master), yet the spirit is localized, and his qualities 

are to be the master of the water place where he dwells. Besides, vodianoi has a female 

counterpart, vodianikha. Vodianoi is a nature spirit, and his character is not as multifold as the 

rusalka enigmatic character.  

Melikian in a way, introduces alternative ways of sexuality and femininity, disrupting 

patriarchal morals. Alisa, the rusalka character in Melikian’s movie, is intentionally 

androgynous.  According to Lena Doubivko, who thoroughly analyzed the character, Alisa’s 

interaction with Rita at some point reminds of lesbianism. Additionally, Melikian attempt to 

assign some rusalka qualities to a man, showing Sasha as emotional, immature, and suicidal. 

The non-macho image of feminized men can also be challenging for the male gaze.  The reason 

for the absence of mermen in Russian Culture may lie in the strong patriarchal tradition and 

powerful influence of the Orthodox church.  The propaganda of family institute and anti-LGBT 

laws may be the reason for the absence of mermen.  Interdisciplinary approach to the social 

representation of mermen and cross-cultural analyses of the male merfolk will enable the 

research. 
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